
 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

Advancing Chemical and Biologically-based “Read Across”  
Through in silico, in vitro and in vivo Techniques 

 
Kristin A. Connors, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 

Committee Chairperson: Bryan W. Brooks, Ph.D. 

 

Read across approaches include data leveraging across chemicals or among 

biological scales of organization or species, and may focus limited resources to support 

chemical hazard and risk assessment. Sustainable molecular design of less toxic industrial 

chemicals promises to preempt the production of organic contaminants with elevated 

toxicity. In chapter 2, probabilistic hazard assessment approaches were used to model 

potential reduction of aquatic toxicity hazards by using the ‘rule of two’ in the chemical 

design stage. Implementing this ‘rule of two’ was predicted to appreciably decrease 

chemicals designated of ‘high’ and ‘very high’ concern for standardized acute and 

chronic toxicity in common aquatic species. However, select modes of action and 

chemical classes will not have a reduced toxicity profile after following the ‘rule of two.’ 

Other read across techniques were examined to support chemical prioritization for safety 

assessments or to generate hypotheses for advanced research. Unlike most industrial 

chemicals, robust data exists for pharmaceutical physicochemical and biological 

properties, including human metabolism. Thus, it may be possible to employ existing 



mammalian pharmacological safety data to support screening-level bioaccumulation 

assessments.  In chapter 3, a comparative pharmacology approach was used to determine 

whether rainbow trout biotransform pharmaceuticals known to be substrates for specific 

human CYPs.  Only two general CYP substrates demonstrated measureable intrinsic 

clearance in vitro.  No significant biotranformation was observed for substrates of human 

CYP2D6, CYP2C9, or CYP3A4.  In chapter 4, enantiomer specific biotransformation 

profiles of chiral pharmaceuticals also deviated from human clearance rates. These 

observations demonstrate that relative clearance rates in trout are not predictable from 

human pharmacology data.  Biological read across extrapolations were further explored 

in chapter 5 to characterize hazards of next generation therapeutics in zebrafish. 

Mechanistic and behavioral responses identified potential adverse outcomes from 

emerging antidepressants. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 
 

One of the biggest obstacles in ensuring environmental sustainability is finding 

ways to more accurately assess risks associated with chemical exposures.  Recently, 

increased importance has been placed on enhancing the speed, efficiency, cost-

effectiveness, and quality of regulatory human and ecological risk assessments in order to 

better describe these risks and manage chemical safety (Bradbury et al. 2004).  These 

efforts are complicated by the lack of data for the majority of existing chemical 

compounds, including high production volume compounds (Allanou et al 1999).  When 

information is available, these data sets are frequently limited in both depth and breadth.  

The lack of sufficient data poses a significant hurdle towards appropriately assessing 

human and environmental hazards and risks.   

Several regulatory mechanisms have been created in an effort to address the lack 

of basic screening level hazard information.  Most of these legislative efforts have 

prioritized high production volume (HPV) chemicals, including the U.S. EPA’s HPV 

Challenge program and the European Union’s Registration, Evaluation, Authorization 

and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) program, with the assumption that greater 

production volumes may indicate a greater risk of exposure.  These efforts have 

encouraged industry to provide missing chemical information (physical-chemical 

properties, health and environmental effects information, etc).  Often these endpoints 

must be derived through traditional in vivo testing approaches.  However, there is a 
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growing consensus between the scientific community and general public to reduce the 

overall number of animal tests.  In order to achieve data acquisition goals while 

minimizing animal testing, alternative animal models and chemical and biological “read 

across” approaches need to be considered. 

To accomplish this goal, there has been an impetus to move from extensive “box-

checking” standardized animal tests to hypothesis- and risk-driven approaches 

collectively referred to as Integrated or Intelligent Testing Strategies (ITS) (Bradbury et 

al. 2004; van Leeuwen et al. 2007; Schaafsma et al. 2009).  This goal is often 

summarized as the 3 Rs (reduce, refine, replace) of animal testing.  In application, 

experimental designs are refined to reduce number of animals required and replacement 

testing methods that do not require animal testing are promoted. REACH regulation and 

the accompanying guidance documents contain ITS terms, such as “grouping” and “read 

across,” that could prevent the need to fill data gaps with “box-checking” tests if 

scientifically justifiable estimation techniques could be employed.  It has been estimated 

that approximately 3.9 million additional test animals may be required as a consequence 

of fully implementing REACH introductory policies.  According to Van der Jegt et al, if 

the ITS “estimation techniques” (such as chemical groupings, read across and QSARs) 

were fully accepted and utilized, 1.3 million to 1.9 million test animals would not be 

needed (Van der Jagt et al. 2004). 

Specifically, the terms “grouping,” “read across,” and “intelligent testing 

strategies” are used to describe non-testing approaches aimed at determining the 

toxicological properties of substances.  In recent years, the term “read across” has been 

increasingly incorporated in peer-reviewed literature and regulatory documents.  This 
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term has generally been used in the abstract without a clear, cohesive definition or 

specific descriptions of various applications (Barratt 2003; Fabjan et al. 2006; van 

Leeuwen et al. 2007; Winter et al. 2009).  However, it is generally accepted that read 

across promotes the leveraging of existing data to interpolate information for related 

compounds to support environmental decisions. Read across can be performed both from 

chemical and biological approaches. 

There are several opportunities within the ecological risk assessment (ERA) 

paradigm to incorporate read across approaches. Using the United States Environmental 

Protection Agency’s ERA framework as a template (USEPA 1998), potential read across 

applications have been highlighted (Figure 1.1).  During the problem formulation phase, 

risk assessors work to integrate available information on a chemical’s source and effects.  

Conceptual models and assessment endpoints are defined within this stage.  With this 

information, a cursory analysis could be performed to determine if the chemical is known 

to act through a specific toxicological mode of action (MOA). When the MOA is not 

known, is poorly understood, or the ability to extrapolate the MOA across species is 

minimal, chemically based read across approaches can still be considered. 

Chemical read across is based on the widely assumed notion that the molecular 

structure of a chemical dictates the chemical’s properties and therefore biological activity 

and toxicity.  Understanding of the relationship between chemical structures, 

physicochemical properties and/or functional capabilities can allow the interpolation of 

the properties of a related compound.  Several different chemical read across methods 

have been developed that attempt to directly correlate these relationships between 

structure and biological function using QSAR models (Worth et al. 2007; Gallegos-
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Saliner et al. 2008; Benigni et al. 2010), chemical categories (Fabjan et al. 2006; Koleva 

et al. 2008; Schultz et al. 2009; Vink et al. 2010; Schuurmann et al. 2011) and chemical 

toxicity distributions (Dobbins et al. 2009; Williams et al. 2011).  However, the 

applicability and limits of these approaches continue to evolve and remains an active area 

of research and discussion (Patlewicz et al. 2013; Blackburn and Stuard 2014). 

Biological read across methods are comparatively less defined.  The Adverse 

Outcome Pathway (AOP) (Ankley et al. 2010) is a conceptual model that describes the 

linkage between molecular events and the eventual biological and ecological effects. 

AOPs can be used as a template to highlight potential biologically based extrapolations 

among model systems. With the advancement of molecular techniques, there has been an 

on-going interest in incorporating  mechanistic information and toxicogenomic data in 

AOPs and in ERAs, especially for biologically-active compounds like pharmaceuticals or 

pesticides (Ankley et al. 2006; Brooks et al. 2009). 

When a compound’s MOA is known, comparative pharmacodynamics and/or 

comparative pharmacokinetics may be considered. Conservation of biological target 

(Gunnarsson et al. 2008; Berninger and Brooks 2010) and conservation of ligand-binding 

sites (McRobb et al. 2014) are approaches that could be used to understand if a 

chemical’s MOA specific effect(s) may be possible in a non-target species. These 

techniques could also be used to direct data collection by identifying toxicity endpoints 

that are likely to be perturbed including non-traditional endpoints (e.g. behavioral 

perturbations with SSRI exposures). Further examples of biological based read across 

may include extrapolating toxicity thresholds between species (eg. EPA WebICE model), 

and applying species sensitivity distributions (SSDs) to model potential community 
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responses.  Whereas these fields are independently being developed, they have not been 

established within the broader regulatory “read across” context. 

The purpose of this research is to begin to answer the question: how can we 

advance our energies and limited resources using read across to support assessment of 

chemical hazards and risk?  This complex problem can be addressed through in silico, in 

vitro and in vivo techniques.  Several read across techniques were explored and the 

benefits and limitations of these approaches were critically evaluated. 
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Figure 1.1 Strategies for incorporating read across approaches into a generic ecological risk assessment paradigm. Read across 
examples are highlighted in grey boxes. 
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Reducing Aquatic Hazards of Industrial Chemicals: Probabilistic Assessment of 
Sustainable Molecular Design Guidelines 

 

This chapter was published as: Connors KA, Voutchokova-Kostal AM, Kostal J, Anastas 
P, Zimmerman JB, Brooks BW. 2014. Reducing Aquatic Hazards of Industrial 

Chemicals: Probabilistic Assessment of Sustainable Molecular Design Guidelines. 
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, DOI: 10.1002/etc.2614.  

 
 
ABSTRACT 

Basic toxicological information is lacking for the majority of industrial chemicals.  

In addition to increasing empirical toxicity data through additional testing, prospective 

computational approaches to drug development aim to serve as a rational basis for the 

design of chemicals with reduced toxicity.  Recent work by our research team has 

resulted in the derivation of a “rule of two,” wherein chemicals with logP < 2 and ∆E > 

9eV are predicted to be 4-5 times less likely to elicit acute or chronic toxicity to model 

aquatic organisms.  The present study examines potential reduction of aquatic toxicity 

hazards from industrial chemicals if these two molecular design guidelines were 

employed.  Probabilistic hazard assessment approaches were used to model the likelihood 

of encountering industrial chemicals exceeding toxicological categories of concern both 

with and without the “rule of two”.  Modeling predicted that utilization of  these 

molecular design guidelines for logP and ∆E would appreciably decrease the number of 

chemicals that would be designated to be of ‘high’ and ‘very high’ concern for acute and 

chronic toxicity to standard model aquatic organisms and endpoints as defined by the US 

Environmental Protection Agency. For example, 14.5% of chemicals were categorized as 
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having high and very high acute toxicity to the fathead minnow model, while only 3.3% 

of chemicals conforming to the design guidelines were predicted to be in these categories. 

Considerations of specific chemical classes (e.g., aldehydes), chemical attributes (e.g., 

ionization) and adverse outcome pathways in representative species (e.g., receptor 

mediated responses) could be used to derive future property guidelines for broader 

classes of contaminants. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Unlike specialty chemicals such as pharmaceuticals and pesticides, basic 

toxicological information is often lacking for the majority of industrial chemicals used in 

commerce [1-3].  When such information is available, it is often limited in both depth and 

breadth, which presents challenges to regulatory authorities in the protection of human 

health and the environment.  Regulatory efforts to address these data gaps are generally 

retrospective, and result in additional data generation.  For example, the European Union 

adopted REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and restriction of CHemicals) 

legislation requires data on physicochemical characteristics, and toxicological and 

ecotoxicological information for chemicals manufactured or imported above specific 

production volumes [4-6].  In order to obtain these data for the 68,000 remaining 

chemicals with current data gaps (a projected low estimate), it has been suggested that 54 

million vertebrate animals and 9.5 billion Euros would be required [7].  Though increased 

empirical information will support more complete hazard assessments, relying solely on 

experimental testing to provide basic toxicity data for all industrial chemicals is not 

feasible.  Herein, data leveraging [8] and prospective approaches [9] are needed. 
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Knowledge of molecular characteristics or properties that will minimize 

unintended biological activity of industrial chemicals at the design stage presents an 

opportunity to rationally develop less hazardous and thus greener chemicals.  In fact, this 

approach represents one of the twelve principles of Green Chemistry (Principle 4), which 

specifically states that “chemical products should be designed to effect their desired 

function while minimizing their toxicity” [10].  Quantitative structure-activity 

relationship (QSAR) models are frequently used to predict the toxicity of a chemical, and 

through these modeling approaches, a unique toxicity value or activity may be predicted. 

In contrast, chemical design guidelines aim to describe the probability that a subgroup of 

compounds, with specific chemical properties, will have a specific biological outcome 

(e.g., a toxicity threshold at or above a certain value). Chemical design guidelines inform 

the likelihood as to whether a planned chemical of interest will (or will not) elicit aquatic 

toxicity based on similar properties or structural characteristics of existing chemicals. By 

developing and following molecular design guidelines for reduced unintended biological 

activity, the production of and subsequent exposure to hazardous chemicals can be 

minimized [11, 12]. 

We previously derived rational molecular design guidelines for reduced acute and 

chronic aquatic toxicity to standardized models by evaluating relationships between 

physicochemical properties/molecular descriptors and toxicity of commercial organic 

compounds [13, 14].  These guidelines, which were inherently based on the datasets 

evaluated, rely on 2 criteria – one related to bioavailability (octanol-water partition 

coefficient, logP) and one to chemical reactivity (the difference between the Lowest 

Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) and Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital 
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(HOMO); the LUMO-HOMO gap (∆E)). Chemicals that had logP < 2 and ∆E > 9eV met 

the “rule of two”, had an 80% chance of being categorized as of no to little concern for 

acute aquatic toxicity (LC50 or EC50 >100 mg/L) [13] and a 90% chance of being 

categorized as of no to little concern for chronic aquatic toxicity (NOEC>10 mg/L) [14].   

For the present study, we focused on the “rule of two” molecular design 

guidelines to reduce acute and chronic toxicity to aquatic organisms [13, 14].  

Specifically, we employed a probabilistic hazard assessment (PHA) approach, which can 

be used prospectively and retrospectively to develop a predictive understanding of 

toxicological thresholds when information is lacking for new and existing chemicals [15].  

This approach has previously been demonstrated to predict toxicological thresholds for 

various chemical classes (i.e., parabens [16], pesticides [17], surfactants [17], oil 

dispersants [18], pharmaceuticals  [19]) and modes of action (MOAs) [17, 18, 20], to 

compare the sensitivity of common in vitro and in vivo models of estrogen agonist 

activity [20], and to examine data leveraging approaches within regulatory toxicology 

programs [8].  Thus, PHA may provide a novel approach to assist identifying, evaluating 

and prioritizing molecular design guidelines for various chemical classes and MOAs.  

The primary objective of the present study was to examine the likelihood of 

reduced aquatic and chronic toxicity to standardized aquatic organism responses if the 

“rule of two” design guidelines [13, 14] were applied during the design phase for 

industrial chemicals. .  PHAs were performed to address four specific research questions: 

1. In the absence of these rational molecular design guidelines, what might be the 

likelihood of encountering industrial chemicals exceeding established toxicological 

categories of concern and other thresholds of toxicological concern (TTC)?; 2. What 
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would be the likelihood of exceeding these toxicological categories if these design 

guidelines were followed for the design of industrial chemicals in the future?; and 3. Are 

there chemical classes and MOAs that require additional rules to supplement the 

proposed “rule of two” to realize minimized acute and chronic aquatic toxicity? 

 

2. METHODS 

2.1 Toxicity data 

Large and diverse experimental acute and chronic toxicity data were compiled 

from two databases.  Acute toxicity data from a 96 h fathead minnow Pimephales 

promelas assay (617 compounds; reduced to 570 compounds after removing chemicals 

without reported LC50 values or predictable physiochemical properties) were obtained 

from Russom et al [21].  Acute toxicity data from a 96 h medaka Oryzias latipes assay 

(276 compounds), a 48 h invertebrate Daphnia magna assay (343 compounds) and 72 h 

OECD TG 201 green algae Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata (300 compounds) were 

collected from the Japanese Ministry of the Environment database [22].  Chronic toxicity 

data was obtained for the Japanese Ministry Database and included a 504 h OECD TG 

211 D. magna assay (317 compounds), and a 336 h OECD TG 210 and 504 h OECD TG 

204 O. latipes assays (66 and 27 compounds, respectively) [22].  Where multiple no 

observed effect concentration (NOEC) or lethal effect concentration (LC50) values were 

available for the same compound, geometric means were utilized. It was not clear 

whether these toxicity thresholds were derived from nominal or analytically verified 

treatment levels. 
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2.2 Property prediction 

A detailed description of the derivation of chemical properties can be found in 

previous reports [13, 14].  Briefly, multistructure 2-dimensional SD (chemical table) files 

were converted into 3-dimensional structures using CORINA v. 3.4 (Molecular Networks 

GmbH, Erlangen, Germany).  Predictions of logP were then made using Qikprop version 

3.0 (Schrodinger, New York, NY) and CLogP (Medicinal Chemistry Project, Ponoma 

College, Claremont, CA).  Frontier molecular orbital energies were computed using 

Gaussian 03W and Gaussian09 (Gaussian, Wallingford, CT). 

 

2.3 Development of probabilistic models 

Chemical toxicity distributions (CTDs) were developed as outlined by Solomon 

and Takacs [23] with minor modifications [15].  Toxicity data (median lethal effect 

concentrations, LC50s; or chronic NOECs) were numerically ranked in ascending order.  

Numerical rank was then converted into a percent rank (a probability percentage) using 

the Weibull formula: 

j = 100 * i / (n+1) 

 

where j is the percent rank, i is the numerical rank and n is the total number of data points 

within the dataset.  Toxicity values and percent ranks were plotted (log normal and 

probability scales, respectively) and a linear regression was fitted to the distribution 

(SigmaPlot 11.0, Systat Software, San Jose, CA).  Using the slope and intercept  
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calculated from the linear regression, the probability of observing toxicity at specific 

concentrations was calculated using the equation: 

 

y = NORMSDIST ((m * log10(x)) + b) 

 

where NORMSDIST, an Excel function, returns the standard normal cumulative 

distribution function, m is the slope of the regression, x is the concentration of interest, b 

is the intercept of the regression and y is the centile value.   

PHAs using these CTDs were then performed for four scenarios: the current 

industrial chemical universe, industrial chemicals conforming to only one design 

guideline (logP < 2 or ∆E > 9eV), and industrial chemicals that met both design 

guidelines.  The percentage of industrial chemicals predicted to be encountered within 

established acute toxicity categories for very highly toxic, highly toxic, moderately toxic, 

slightly toxic or practically nontoxic (0-0.1, 0.1-1, 1-10, 10-100, and >100 mg/L, 

respectively) chemicals or chronic toxicity thresholds of high, moderate and low level of 

concern (0-0.1, 0.1-10 and >10 mg/L, respectively), as outlined by US EPA guidelines 

[24, 25] were determined. Subsequently, we examined the relative effectiveness of these 

guidelines at reducing the percentage of compounds in highly toxic categories within 

specific chemical classes and several common MOAs.  Classes and MOAs selected for 

this exercise were based on data availability within the fathead minnow acute toxicity 

dataset [21]. 
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3. RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

Probabilistic modeling approaches have been increasingly incorporated in 

environmental hazard and risk assessment and management paradigms in an effort to 

estimate potential adverse effects [26, 27].  PHA techniques are especially useful when 

data availability is limited because these approaches can be used to model hazards of a 

compound from within a limited structural alert category or within a larger, more general 

grouping construct.  One common PHA approach is the TTC in human health risk 

assessment.  The TTC method was initially developed to estimate “safe levels of 

exposure” to food additives for humans, below which no appreciable risk would be 

expected [28].  TTC thresholds have been identified by separating chemicals to structural 

classes [29, 30] and can focus on a percentile (e.g., 5th) of a cumulative distribution.  

After the application of uncertainty factors, a TTC value can be derived for screening 

level risk or hazard assessment applications.   

The CTD method is similar to the approach used to establish TTCs with a few 

conceptual differences.  First, CTDs are often utilized to describe the toxicity of a group 

of chemicals to the same species and same experimental endpoint (e.g., 48 h Daphnia sp. 

immobility), whereas TTCs often select the lowest LC50 or NOEC value from any 

species for any test endpoint in an effort to derive a conservative safety value.  Second, 

instead of using distributions to estimate a “safe level of exposure,” PHA using CTDs can 

describe the percentage of chemicals likely to elicit an adverse effect at or above a 

specific concentration.  For example, Dobbins et al (2008) previously employed a PHA 

approach to identify the likelihood of encountering estrogen agonists below the U.S Food 

and Drug Administration’s trigger value of 0.1 µg/L for environmental assessments [20], 
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which also corresponds to a threshold of ecotoxicological concern proposed by de Wolf 

et al [31]. Specifically, de Wolf et al [31] extended the TTC approach from health risk 

assessment to aquatic assessment by developing aquatic exposure thresholds of no 

concern (ETNCaq). In this work, the authors determined the hazard concentration below 

which only 5% of toxicity values should occur (e.g., 5th centile) and then calculated a 

50% confidence interval associated with this concentration. This value was reported as a 

database coverage value [31].   

The ETNCaq concept was recently advanced by Williams et al [17], who applied 

the PHA approach, which was also employed in the present study, to examine common 

classes of surfactants (e.g., nonionic, anionic, cationic) within a REACH context. 

Williams et al [17] identified hazard concentrations that may be useful for screening level 

assessments, and prioritizing chemicals for empirical data collection. Here, we further 

advanced this effort to examine potential thresholds of ecotoxicological concern for acute 

and chronic responses of several standardized aquatic toxicity models to industrial 

chemicals. Based on the assumptions of the datasets examined in the present study, we 

identified that 95% (e.g., 5th centile) of industrial chemicals may exert acute toxicity to 

common aquatic model organisms (D. magna, O. latipes, P. promelas, and P. 

subcapitata) between 0.06 mg/L and 0.21 mg/L (Table 2.1). Similarly, chronic toxicity 

thresholds were estimated in the present study with 5th centile NOECs between 0.01 and 

0.04 mg/L (Table 2.2). Though our findings were clearly influenced by the assumptions 

of available industrial chemical datasets, utilizing CTDs within a PHA framework 

appears useful and can be expanded as additional REACH and other toxicity data 

becomes available [17].  
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Potential thresholds of ecotoxicological concern can also be examined for 

chemicals sharing common MOA. For example, Williams et al [17] also previously 

applied the PHA approach presented in the present study to examine a common MOA 

(acetylcholinesterase inhibition, AChEI). From 5th centile values for D. magna exposed 

to AChEIs that ranged from 0.188 to 0.68 µg/L, screening predicted no-effect 

concentrations were proposed  [17]. Several other MOA were examined by de Wolf et al 

[31], including baseline narcosis. In this work, the authors estimated a LC50 database 

coverage value of 0.5 mg/L and 0.153 mg/L for fathead minnows and guppies, 

respectively. Our analogous approach in the present study, which used the same fathead 

minnow database [31], predicted a 5th centile of 0.55 mg/L (Table 2.3). Thus, the PHA 

approach employed in the present study appears to be in close agreement with de Wolf et 

al [31]. 

Acute and chronic aquatic toxicity can occur through a variety of different MOAs 

including narcosis and reactive mechanisms. Whereas acute aquatic toxicity from many 

industrial chemicals commonly occurs via narcosis (i.e., through a non-specific 

mechanism), chronic toxicity often involves specific receptor-mediated interactions [32].  

Chemical toxicity is a combination of chemical partitioning to biota (bioavailability) and 

then interaction with biological site of action (reactivity) [33], which is particularly 

important when toxicity is elicited through receptor mediated initiation events.  Both logP 

and ∆E parameters used to derive rational design guidelines logically relate to this 

conceptual model, and can be mechanistically associated with MOAs.  For example, logP 

is a descriptor of the lipophilicity of a chemical and is widely used to predict chemical 

bioavailability and the potential for it to bioaccumulate [34].  Narcosis, or baseline (“non-
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specific”) toxicity, is generally believed to be caused by the nonspecific disruption of 

membranes and has been strongly linked to logP through a variety of QSAR models [35].  

By contrast, chemical reactivity has been associated with frontier orbital energies such as 

the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) or Lowest Unoccupied Molecular 

Orbital (LUMO) energies, or the LUMO-HOMO gap (∆E) [35, 36].  Several QSAR 

models have been developed that describe the relationship between log P, orbital energies 

(LUMO, HOMO and/or ∆E) and acute toxicity for aquatic species for a variety of 

chemical classes [36-38]. 

In an effort to identify chemicals that are most hazardous (e.g., (PB)T 

designation), environmental hazard categories have been defined for acute EC50 or LC50 

values from standardized toxicity tests.  Historically, several international schemes have 

been developed to classify the relative toxicity of chemicals, though these regulatory 

classification categories represent policy tools and are thus not necessarily based on more 

current scientific understanding. Consequently, the number of these toxicity categories 

and specific category cutoff values are not consistent across international schemes 

(summarized in [39]).  For example, the US Environmental Protection Agency’s Office 

of Pesticide Programs uses five toxicity categories to classify pesticides based on aquatic 

organism acute toxicity values with categories ranging from very highly toxic (<0.1 

mg/L) to practically nontoxic (>100 mg/L) [24].  Additionally, chronic hazard categories 

have been derived to assist identifying ’T’ chemicals [25].  Based on these EPA toxicity 

categories (very highly toxic, highly toxic, slightly toxic), we evaluated the potential 

influence of following molecular design guidelines to reduce acute and chronic toxicity 

for commercial compounds represented by the proposed “rule of two” [13, 14].   
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Acute toxicity 

Based on our initial analysis, PHAs predicted that 2.2-8.4% of current use 

industrial chemicals would be classified as very highly toxic (LC50: 0-0.1 mg/L) under 

standard acute aquatic toxicity assays using green algae, fathead minnows, medaka or 

Daphnia (Table 2.1, Fig. S2.1).  When data sets included only those chemicals that 

followed either the logP or ∆E design guidelines, the resulting probabilistic distribution 

accordingly shifted (Fig. 2.1), which resulted in a decrease in the percentage of chemicals 

projected to be highly and very highly toxic (LC50: 0-1 mg/L) with a concurrent increase 

in chemicals predicted to be slightly toxic or practically nontoxic.  This trend was 

consistent for all acute aquatic toxicity assays, regardless of model organism (Fig. S2.1). 

Subsequently, chemicals conforming to the logP design guideline resulted in a greater 

reduction of toxicity than following ∆E guidelines alone.  This observation is indicative 

of the prevalence of a narcosis MOA during acute toxicity and the role of logP in 

determining bioavailability in standardized model organisms for many industrial 

chemicals.  

Employing the “rule of two” resulted in the greatest decrease in the percentage of 

chemicals predicted to have high or very high acute aquatic toxicity (Table 2.1).  In the 

absence of these guidelines, 14.5-30.4% of industrial chemicals were predicted to be 

highly or very highly acutely toxic in the model organisms examined.  However, when 

both logP and ∆E design guidelines were followed only 3.3-14.4% of chemicals were 

projected to be found in these hazard categories, resulting in a 11.2 to 20.7% decrease in 

chemicals with the highest concern for acute aquatic toxicity (Table 2.1). Though these 

two guidelines were predicted to successfully reduce highly acutely toxic chemicals in all 
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species, they were more successful at reducing toxicity in Daphnia sp. than fish (by 4.5-

9.5%). It is important to note that these differences in hazard reduction among each 

species may have been influenced by data availability.   

Chronic toxicity 

Chronic toxicity data examined in the current study consisted of two types of 

assays: reproductive (504 h D. magna) and early life stage (336 h and 504 h O. latipes).  

In the absence of the rational molecular design guidelines for reduced chronic aquatic 

toxicity, PHAs predicted that 27.2% of current use chemicals would be classified as 

highly toxic (NOEC <0.1 mg/L) based on the D. magna reproduction assay (Fig. S2.2).  

However, if both design guidelines (logP < 2 and ∆E > 9eV) were followed, PHAs 

project only 10.6% of chemicals would be classified a highly chronically toxic – a 

reduction of 16.8% (Table 2.2).  When O. latipes early life stage data was assessed, 10.8-

13.4% of current use chemicals would be classified as highly chronically toxic, but only 

0.1-0.8% of chemicals are projected to remain in this category if both design guidelines 

for reduced chronic aquatic toxicity were followed (Table 2.2).   

Gonzalez-Donacel et al employed a similar probabilistic modeling approach with 

compiled chronic NOEC toxicity data for fish, daphnia and algae [40].  According to 

their analysis [40], 46.2%, 39.9% and 23.2% of chemicals would be expected to be 

highly toxic (NOEC <0.1 mg/L) under chronic toxicity testing guidelines for fish, 

daphnia and algae, respectively.  It is important to note that estimations by Gonzalez-

Donacel et al [40] are higher than our predictions for highly toxic compounds, likely 

because this previous work relied on data from four chronic toxicity databases, including 

pesticides.  It is possible, therefore, that this previous effort examined datasets containing 
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a greater number of chemicals eliciting toxicity through highly specific MOAs.  

Subsequently, we examined the relative effectiveness of these guidelines at reducing 

toxicity within specific chemical classes and MOAs.   

Chemical classes and MOA analysis 

We focused on the US EPA fathead minnow database because the MOA for each 

chemical had been experimentally derived, and thus classes and MOAs were selected 

based on data availability [21].  As noted above, in previous work with this dataset, de 

Wolf et al derived aquatic ETNCaq values based on chemical MOA [31]. Chemical 

MOAs were described based on Verhaar classes (MOA1: inert chemicals; MOA2: less 

inert chemicals; MOA3: reactive chemicals; MOA4: specifically acting chemicals) [41].  

The ETNCaq for chemicals with Verhaar MOA:1-3 [41] was estimated to be 

approximately 0.1 µg/L, though the ETNCaq for MOA1-2 could be higher [31]. 

Two MOAs, baseline narcosis and electrophilic/pro-electrophilic toxicity, which 

correspond to MOA1 and MOA3 Verhaar classes, respectively [41], were selected for our 

analysis.  Compared to the entire fathead minnow toxicity dataset (Table 2.1, Fig. 2.1), 

chemicals eliciting acute toxicity to fathead minnows through baseline narcosis were 

generally present in moderate to practically nontoxic categories of concern (Table 2.3, 

Fig. 2.2).  As noted above, baseline narcosis is minimum toxicity that a chemical will 

display in the absence of other MOAs; therefore, this observation is not surprising given 

the Meyer-Overton rule. Also as noted above, baseline narcosis is often directly 

correlated with logP, and this relationship was illustrated in chemical toxicity 

distributions of the present study.  Following the logP design guideline for reduced 

aquatic toxicity alone results in a significant shift in these chemical toxicity distributions 
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(Fig. 2.2).  In the absence of these design guidelines for reduced aquatic toxicity, 27.3% 

of chemicals acting by baseline narcosis are projected to elicit toxicity at a moderate to 

very high level of concern (Table 2.3).  If both logP and ∆E guidelines are followed, only 

3.0% of baseline narcosis acting chemicals are expected to fall within these categories 

(Table 2.3).   

Chemicals eliciting acute toxicity to fathead minnows through an electrophilic or 

pro-electrophilic MOA were more likely to be found in the high or very high levels of 

concern categories (Table 2.3).  If electrophilic chemicals are designed to follow the “rule 

of two”, a reduction in highly and very highly toxic chemicals is predicted.  However, 

~48% of electrophilic compounds are still projected to have moderate or greater toxicity 

(Table 2.3).  Thus, based on the dataset examined in the present study, additional 

property guidelines need to be derived in order to specifically account for electrophilic 

compounds. 

Given the unique physical and chemical properties that are associated with 

different chemical classes, we also examined the effectiveness of these guidelines at 

reducing aquatic toxicity across individual chemical classes. Based on data availability 

within the US EPA fathead minnow database [21], three chemical classes were chosen 

for further analysis: aldehydes, alcohols and ketones, though a limited number of data 

points were available for ketones (N= 39). Interestingly, no appreciable reduction in 

toxicity was predicted for aldehydes that followed chemical design guidelines (Fig. 

2.3A). This may be due to hydrolysis of aldehydes that occurs in marine and freshwater 

ecosystems. The hydrolyzed aldehydes would have different reactivity and logP, thus 

explaining the poor applicability of the “rule of two” to this class of chemicals. Further 
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work is underway to account for hydrolysis in developing sustainable molecular design 

guidelines. 

PHAs performed here also suggest that employing both design guidelines may not 

be necessary for reducing toxicity across all chemical classes. For example, no reduction 

in acute toxicity to fathead minnows was predicted when ∆E guidelines were employed 

for alcohols (Table 2.3).  Because acute toxicity of alcohols is generally associated with a 

baseline narcosis MOA, this observation (Table 2.3) may explain why reduction in 

alcohol acute aquatic toxicity was only predicted for the logP guideline. The “rule of 

two” was most successful at reducing predicted acute aquatic toxicity to fathead minnows 

for ketone compounds. In the absence of guidelines, 11.9% of ketones were projected to 

be of high or very high concern. However, if both guidelines were employed, only 1.6% 

of ketones would fall within these toxicity categories (Table 2.3). This observation, 

however, could have been influenced by data availability, because ketones were not as 

available (n=20-39) as some other chemical classes. Future studies are decidedly 

warranted to identify and evaluate the effectiveness of design guidelines across chemical 

classes. 

Future studies are also necessary to derive similar molecular design guidelines for 

ionizable compounds, substances that are chiral, and receptor mediated responses in 

various model organisms that are related to adverse outcome pathways. It has been 

estimated that 49% of the 143,000 REACH pre-registered industrial chemicals are 

partially or completely ionized across environmentally relevant pHs [42]. Standardized 

toxicity assays, resulting in those experimental data sets used in the present study, are 

typically performed at neutral pH levels, yet we could not examine ionization in the 
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present study because pH information was not available for the available databases. It 

was also unclear whether studies from these datasets relied on nominal or analytical 

verified treatment levels to derive toxicity thresholds. However, standardized testing 

strategy not accounting for pH influences on aquatic toxicity [43] and bioaccumulation 

[44-46] of ionizable compounds can introduce uncertainty in risk assessment and 

management decisions [47]. Similarly, studies examining chiral contaminants, including 

pharmaceuticals and pesticides, have highlighted enantiomer-specific differences in 

environmental hazard [48-52]. This consideration is critical because enantiomers are 

capable of having significantly different biological effects, selectivity for 

receptors/transporters/enzymes, potency, biodegradation and biotransformation rates 

[53], and adverse outcome pathways (AOPs) across species [54]. Therefore, developing 

design guidelines accounting for stereoisomer hazard information appears necessary to 

more sustainably manage chemical safety. 

It should be noted that this work was not intended to “validate” the “rule of two”. 

Instead, we critically examined whether the “rule of two” would reduce the likelihood of 

synthesizing various classes and MOAs for industrial chemicals that are acutely and 

chronically hazardous to model aquatic organisms. Our approach presumes that 1. Novel 

chemicals can be designed in a way that preserves their efficacy of function (following 

Green Chemistry Principle 4) for some chemical classes while following the “rule of 

two” design guidelines; 2. “Rule of two” design guidelines can be applied to industrial 

chemicals similar to those used identify the “rule of two,” and potential other chemical 

classes and 3. Commodity chemicals that follow the “rule of two” design guidelines are 

significantly more likely to have low aquatic hazard. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

A principle of green chemistry includes the design of commercially useful 

chemicals with reduced hazards to human health and the environment. This goal may be 

accomplished through development of chemical design guidelines, which should be 

based on specific chemical parameters that can be used during the chemical design phase 

to increase the likelihood of synthesizing a compound with low aquatic hazard.  In the 

present study, we applied a PHA approach to toxicity datasets for industrial chemicals, 

and observed ETNCaq concept previously reported by de Wolf et al [31].  We then 

applied this PHA approach to a  proposed “rule of two” molecular design guidelines for 

reduced aquatic toxicity [13, 14], and predicted an appreciable decrease in the number of 

chemicals classified as possessing high and very high acute and chronic toxicity to 

standard model organisms and endpoints. Though magnitudes of these reduced aquatic 

hazard varied by chemical class, MOA and model organism and response, employing the 

“rule of two” during chemical design appears to result in a less hazardous universe of 

industrial chemicals, based on toxicity data evaluated in the present study.  Future work is 

needed to develop additional design guidelines for chemical classes (e.g., aldehydes), 

attributes (e.g., ionization, chirality), metabolites and degradates, routes of exposure (e.g., 

dietary) and MOAs.  As more toxicity data becomes available in the next few years (e.g., 

REACH chemical registration, ToxCAST in vitro data, ongoing research studies i.e. 

modrn.yale.edu), additional opportunities to develop design guidelines for other model in 

vitro and in vivo systems and endpoints should be possible.  For example, developing an 

understanding of chemical attributes associated with various AOPs (e.g., oxidative stress) 

will advance molecular design of less hazardous industrial chemicals. 
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Table 2.1.  Associations between acute toxicity and the “rule of two” design guidelines as observed in acute assays for Oryzias latipes (OL), 
Daphnia magna (DM), Pimephales promelas (PP) and Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata (PS).  Chemical toxicity distributions were created using 

all experimental data points, or to only include compounds that follow logP < 2, ∆E > 9eV or both design guidelines. 

 

Distribution n r2 a b Predicted LC50 (mg/L) Percentage of chemicals in each level of concern (EC50 or LC50) 

     
at specific centiles 

Very High High Moderate Slight 
Practically 
Nontoxic 

          1st 5th 10th 25th (0-0.1 mg/L) (0.1-1 mg/L) (1-10 mg/L) (10-100  mg/L) (> 100 mg/L) 

OL 96h All 276 0.979 1.178 -0.836 0.05 0.21 0.42 1.37 2.2 18.0 43.2 30.2 6.4 
OL 96h logP 84 0.911 1.106 -1.207 0.10 0.40 0.86 3.03 1.0 10.3 34.6 38.2 15.9 
OL 96h ∆E 189 0.985 1.289 -1.031 0.10 0.33 0.64 1.89 1.0 14.1 45.0 33.7 6.2 
OL 96h both 61 0.896 1.178 -1.344 0.15 0.56 1.13 3.70 0.6 8.4 34.5 41.0 15.5 
              
DM 48h All 343 0.977 0.892 -0.542 0.01 0.06 0.15 0.71 7.6 21.8 34.3 25.6 10.7 
DM 48h logP 129 0.967 0.959 -1.172 0.06 0.32 0.77 3.31 1.7 10.4 29.5 35.6 22.8 
DM 48h ∆E 230 0.989 0.962 -0.791 0.03 0.13 0.31 1.32 4.0 17.5 35.3 30.4 12.8 
DM 48h both 95 0.929 0.965 -1.359 0.01 0.51 1.20 5.12 1.0 7.7 26.0 36.9 28.4 
              
PP 96h All 570 0.994 0.786 -1.059 0.02 0.18 0.52 3.09 3.3 11.2 24.7 30.3 30.5 
PP 96h logP 299 0.996 0.864 -1.690 0.18 1.13 2.97 14.96 0.5 4.0 15.9 31.1 48.5 
PP 96h ∆E 408 0.998 0.809 -1.269 0.05 0.34 0.97 5.43 1.9 8.3 22.0 31.4 36.4 
PP 96h both 233 0.993 0.869 -1.837 0.27 1.67 4.36 21.78 0.3 3.0 13.3 29.4 54.0 
              
PS 72h All 300 0.974 0.867 -0.513 0.01 0.05 0.13 0.65 8.4 22.0 33.4 25.1 11.1 
PS 72h logP 119 0.971 0.898 -0.957 0.03 0.17 0.44 2.06 3.2 13.7 30.7 32.3 20.1 
PS 72h ∆E 197 0.965 0.883 -0.719 0.02 0.09 0.23 1.12 5.5 18.1 32.9 28.7 14.8 
PS 72h both 87 0.957 0.889 -1.073 0.04 0.23 0.58 2.81 2.5 11.7 28.5 33.3 24.0 

n = number of compounds, r2= coefficient of determination, a = slope of regression line, b = y-intercept of regression line. Levels of concern categories defined by [24].
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Table 2.2.  Associations between chronic toxicity and the “rule of two” design guidelines as observed in chronic assays for Daphnia magna  (DM) 
and Oryzias latipes (OL).  Chemical toxicity distributions were created using all experimental data points, or to only include compounds that 

follow logP < 2, ∆E > 9eV or both design guidelines. 

 

Distribution n r2 a b Predicted NOEC (mg/L) Percentage of chemicals in each level of concern (NOEC) 

     at specific centiles High Moderate Low 

          1st 5th 10th 25th  (0-0.1 mg/L)  (0.1-10 mg/L)  (>10 mg/L) 
DM 504h All 317 0.995 0.859 0.254 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.08 27.2 59.5 13.3 
DM 504h logP 127 0.984 0.780 -0.169 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.23 17.1 55.8 27.1 
DM 504h ∆E 221 0.992 0.931 0.017 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.18 18.0 64.8 17.2 
DM 504h both 96 0.963 0.834 -0.416 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.49 10.6 55.6 33.8 
            
OL 336h All 66 0.977 0.911 -0.329 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.42 10.8 61.2 28.0 
OL 336h logP 28 0.943 1.072 -1.201 0.09 0.39 0.84 3.09 1.2 43.7 55.1 
OL 336h ∆E 48 0.975 0.965 -0.631 0.02 0.09 0.21 0.90 5.5 57.6 36.9 
OL 336h both 26 0.950 1.110 -1.285 0.12 0.47 1.01 3.55 0.8 42.2 57.0 
            
OL 504h All 27 0.949 0.891 -0.217 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.31 13.4 61.6 25.0 
OL 504h logP 9 0.826 0.958 -1.161 0.06 0.31 0.75 3.22 1.7 40.3 58.0 
OL 504h ∆E 16 0.940 0.992 -0.559 0.02 0.08 0.19 0.77 6.0 60.7 33.3 
OL 504h both 6 0.854 0.899 -1.208 0.06 0.33 0.83 3.92 0.1 37.8 62.1 

n = number of compounds, r2= coefficient of determination, a = slope of regression line, b = y-intercept of regression line. Levels of concern categories defined by [25]. 
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Table 2.3.  Associations between acute toxicity in Pimephales promelas and the “rule of two” design guidelines for compounds acting through the 
same mode of action, or belonging to the same chemical class.  Chemical toxicity distributions were created using all experimental data points, or 

to only include compounds that follow logP < 2, ∆E > 9eV or both design guidelines. 

 

Distributio
n n r2 a b 

Predicted LC50 (mg/L) 
Percentage of chemicals in each level of concern (EC50 or LC50) 

 
    

at specific centiles 
Very High High Moderate Slight 

Practically 
Nontoxic 

1st 5th 10th 25th (0-0.1 mg/L) (0.1-1 mg/L) (1-10 mg/L) (10-100  mg/L) (> 100 mg/L) 

Baseline narcosis 
All 241 0.994 0.828 -1.432 0.08 0.55 1.52 8.22 1.2 6.4 19.7 31.6 41.1 

logP 104 0.991 1.033 -2.745 2.54 11.61 26.10 101.01 0.0 0.3 4.0 20.5 75.1 
∆E 186 0.994 0.840 -1.640 0.15 0.99 2.67 14.11 0.7 4.4 16.1 30.4 48.4 

both 90 0.993 1.054 -2.934 .377 16.72 36.96 139.17 0.0 0.2 2.8 17.4 79.6 
(Pro) Electrophile 

All 96 0.976 0.928 -0.595 0.01 0.07 0.18 0.82 6.4 21.2 35.5 26.6 10.4 
logP 63 0.948 1.012 -0.995 0.05 0.23 0.52 2.07 2.2 13.7 34.7 34.1 15.2 
∆E 67 0.977 0.957 -0.736 0.02 0.11 0.27 1.16 4.5 18.6 35.7 29.3 11.9 

both 49 0.936 1.019 -1.075 0.06 0.28 0.63 2.47 1.8 12.3 33.6 35.5 16.8 
Aldehydes 

All 44 0.941 1.182 -0.960 0.07 0.26 0.53 1.74 1.6 15.2 41.9 33.2 8.0 
logP 65 0.867 1.172 -1.159 0.10 0.38 0.79 2.59 1.0 11.3 38.2 37.7 11.8 
∆E 22 0.782 1.091 -0.829 0.04 0.18 0.38 1.39 2.7 17.6 40.0 30.9 8.8 

both 20 0.714 1.030 -0.849 0.04 0.17 0.38 1.48 3.0 16.8 37.4 31.5 11.3 
Alcohols 

All 57 0.992 0.731 -1.511 0.08 0.66 2.06 13.94 1.2 5.3 15.2 26.3 52.0 
logP 37 0.983 0.750 -1.887 0.26 2.10 6.42 41.37 0.4 2.5 9.8 22.1 65.1 
∆E 57 0.992 0.731 -1.511 0.08 0.66 2.06 13.94 1.2 5.3 15.2 26.3 52.0 

both 37 0.983 0.750 -1.887 0.26 2.10 6.42 41.37 0.4 2.5 9.8 22.1 65.1 
Ketones 

All 39 0.990 0.734 -1.183 0.03 0.23 0.73 4.93 2.8 9.1 20.8 28.5 38.8 
logP 26 0.914 0.673 -1.367 0.04 0.39 1.34 10.69 2.1 6.5 15.8 24.8 50.8 
∆E 32 0.994 0.794 -1.423 0.07 0.53 1.51 8.76 1.3 6.4 18.7 30.1 43.5 

both 20 0.962 0.900 -2.142 0.62 3.57 9.04 42.71 0.1 1.5 9.1 25.9 63.4 
n = number of compounds, r2= coefficient of determination, a = slope of regression line, b = y-intercept of regression line. Levels of concern categories defined by [24]. 
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Figure 2.1. Chemical toxicity distributions for 96 h Pimephales promelas acute toxicity assay.   Each 
distribution was developed from all data (●), or trimmed to only include compounds that follow ∆E > 9 
(), log P < 2 (●) or both (∆) design guidelines. Vertical dashed lines represent the boundaries between 
United States Environmental Protection Agency levels of concern. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Chemical toxicity distributions for the 96 h Pimephales promelas acute toxicity assay with 
compounds that are classified as acting through the MOA of: A) baseline narcosis B) electrophilic or pro-
electrophilic activity.  Each distribution was developed from all data (●), or trimmed to only include 
compounds that follow ∆E > 9 (), log P < 2 (●) or both (∆) design guidelines. Vertical dashed lines 
represent the boundaries between United States Environmental Protection Agency levels of concern. 
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Figure 2.3. Chemical toxicity distributions for the 96 h Pimephales promelas acute toxicity assay 
consisting of compounds from different chemical classes including: A) aldehydes B) alcohols and C) 
ketones.  Each distribution was developed from all data (●), or trimmed to only include compounds that 
follow ∆E > 9 (), log P < 2 (●) or both (∆) design guidelines. Vertical dashed lines represent the 
boundaries between United States Environmental Protection Agency levels of concern. 
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Figure 2.S1. Chemical toxicity distributions for acute toxicity assays: A) 72 h Pseudokirchneriella 
subcapitata B) 96 h Pimephales promelas C) 96 h Oryzias latipes D) 48 h Daphnia magna.  Each 
distribution was developed from all data (●), or trimmed to only include compounds that follow ∆E > 9 
(), log P < 2 (●) or both (∆) design guidelines. Vertical dashed lines represent the boundaries between 
United States Environmental Protection Agency levels of concern. 
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Figure 2.S2. Chemical toxicity distributions for chronic toxicity assays: A) 504 h Oryzias latipes B) 336 h 
Oryzias latipes C) 504 h Daphnia magna.  Each distribution was developed from all data (●), or trimmed 
to only include compounds that follow log P < 2 (●), ∆E > 9 () or both (∆) design guidelines. Vertical 
dashed lines represent the boundaries between United States Environmental Protection Agency levels of 
concern. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

Comparative Pharmaceutical Metabolism by Rainbow Trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) 
Liver S9 Fractions 

 
This chapter was published as: Connors KA, Du B, Fitzsimmons PN, Hoffman AD, 

Chambliss CK, Nichols JW, Brooks BW. 2013. Comparative pharmaceutical metabolism 
with rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) S9. Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry 

32(8): 1810–1818.  
 
 
ABSTRACT 

The occurrence of pharmaceuticals in the environment presents a challenge of 

growing concern.  In contrast to many industrial compounds, pharmaceuticals undergo 

extensive testing prior to their introduction to the environment.  In principal, therefore, it 

may be possible to employ existing pharmacological safety data using biological “read-

across” methods to support screening-level bioaccumulation environmental risk 

assessment.  However, few approaches and robust empirical datasets exist, particularly 

for comparative pharmacokinetic applications.  For many pharmaceuticals, the primary 

cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes responsible for their metabolism have been identified 

in humans. The purpose of this study was to employ a comparative approach to determine 

whether rainbow trout biotransform pharmaceuticals known to be substrates for specific 

human CYPs.  Seven compounds were selected based on their primary metabolism in 

humans by CYP3A4, CYP2D6, or CYP2C9.  Five additional test compounds are known 

to be substrates for multiple CYPs.  Metabolism by rainbow trout liver S9 fractions was 

evaluated using a substrate depletion approach, which provided an estimate of intrinsic 

hepatic clearance (CLIN VITRO,INT).   An isotope dilution liquid chromatography tandem 
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mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) method was employed for quantitation of parent 

chemical concentrations.  Only two general CYP substrates demonstrated measureable 

levels of substrate depletion.  No significant biotranformation was observed for known 

substrates of human CYP2D6, CYP2C9, or CYP3A4.  The results of this study provide 

novel information for therapeutics that fish models are likely to metabolize based on 

existing mammalian data.  Further, these results suggest that pharmaceuticals may 

possess a greater tendency to bioaccumulate in fish than previously anticipated. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The occurrence of pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs) in the 

environment has prompted substantial research activity and an increasing level of 

regulatory attention.  In the developed world, dozens of pharmaceuticals have been 

detected in wastewater treatment plant effluent, surface water, and ground water at 

concentrations ranging from ng/L to low µg/L [1].  Higher concentrations have been 

found in some developing countries [2].  Bioaccumulation of pharmaceuticals in fish and 

other aquatic organisms has attracted additional attention, particularly in effluent-

dominated systems [3-6].  For some compounds, tissue residues may increase in aquatic 

organisms to several orders of magnitude higher than surface water concentrations [7].  

For example, in a recent study by Brodin et al, concentration of the benzodiazepine 

oxazepam was six times greater in fish tissue than in surface water [8].  In the laboratory, 

exposure to such environmentally relevant concentrations of oxazepam resulted in similar 

tissue bioaccumulation levels and subsequently behavioral alterations and changes in 

feeding rate [8].  Understanding the bioaccumulation of pharmaceuticals in aquatic life 

therefore represents a critical research need [9, 10].  
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Pharmaceuticals are unusual among non-pesticidal environmental contaminants 

because the drug approval process provides a wealth of information about their 

physicochemical and biological properties.  Therapeutic compounds are intentionally 

designed to elicit specific physiological effects at low concentrations.  If therapeutic 

targets (e.g., receptors, enzymes) are sufficiently conserved in non-target species, adverse 

outcome pathways may be predicted by mammalian pharmacodynamic information [11-

14].  For example, Valenti and co-workers studied the effect of sertraline, a widely 

prescribed antidepressant, on adult fathead minnows [15].  Sertraline acts in humans by 

selectively inhibiting serotonin reuptake.  Previous work had shown that serotonin 

reuptake transport (SERT) proteins in fish share substantial (65 to 75%) sequence 

homology with human SERT [16].  Adult male fathead minnows exposed to sertraline in 

water accumulated chemical concentrations in plasma exceeding the human therapeutic 

threshold [15].  These measured concentrations were subsequently associated with 

functional changes in chemical binding to SERT proteins and shelter-seeking anti-anxiety 

behavior.  Thus, it may be possible to use mammalian pharmacodynamic data to develop 

predictions for substances presenting potential environmental hazards to aquatic life [9, 

12, 16, 17].  

Unfortunately, the comparative pharmacokinetics of pharmaceuticals in aquatic 

life are less well understood than the pharmacodynamic approaches described above [7, 

18].  Because biotransformation has the potential to reduce chemical accumulation within 

an organism, a question of particular concern is whether aquatic biota can appreciably 

metabolize these compounds.  Using substrate depletion methods developed by the 

pharmaceutical industry, environmental toxicologists have begun to characterize 
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biotransformation rates in fish using in vitro systems derived from liver tissue [19-21].  

Though measured rates of depletion provide no information on the identity of 

metabolizing enzymes, the resulting information can be extrapolated to estimate whole-

body clearance.  In vitro systems, such as those that utilize liver S9 fraction or liver 

microsomes, are desirable because they can be rapidly performed, are cost-effective, and 

thus can support screening level environmental risk assessment efforts [22].  To date, 

most of this work has been performed with pesticides and other organic compounds; 

however, limited studies have been conducted using pharmaceuticals [23-25].  These 

efforts have shown that fish can biotransform several widely used drugs.    

For many pharmaceuticals, the primary cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes 

responsible for their metabolism have been identified in humans [26, 27].  CYP isoforms 

3A4, 2C9, and 2D6 represent the major phase I enzymes involved in pharmaceutical 

metabolism [28].  Research to identify orthologs in fish to these and other CYP enzymes 

is ongoing.  Based on sequence information, several CYP1 and CYP3 genes in rainbow 

trout (Oncohynchus mykiss) have been shown to be orthologous to human CYPs from the 

same gene families [29, 30].  In contrast, trout and other fish possess very few CYP2 

family genes orthologous to human CYP2 forms [31].  Gene sequences do not, however, 

provide information on the functional behavior of fish CYPs, including substrate 

specificity and inducibility.  Thus, fish may possess a CYP capable of catalyzing 

reactions typically associated with a specific human CYP despite the absence of any 

known orthologs to the human enzyme.  It is of interest, therefore, to determine whether 

fish and humans possess similar types of metabolic activity as this may provide a basis 

for predicting fish metabolism from human data.  Because in vitro studies with fish S9 
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can support screening-level bioaccumulation assessment of organic contaminants [22, 32, 

33], the primary objective of the present study was to determine whether trout are capable 

of metabolizing in vitro seven pharmaceuticals identified as substrates for specific CYP 

enzymes in humans.  Additional studies were performed with five therapeutics 

considered to be general CYP substrates in mammals.  A secondary objective was to 

compare such in vitro pharmaceutical biotransformation data with previous field 

observations of bioaccumulation in fish. 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Chemicals 

Pharmaceuticals were selected for study based on whether they are primarily 

metabolized in humans by CYP3A4, 2C9, or 2D6, or a general combination of CYPs 

(Table 3.1). Pharmaceutical substrates and isotopically labeled standards were purchased 

from several providers and were of 98% purity or higher (Table 3.S1).  β-NADPH (>95% 

pure) was purchased from Oriental Yeast Co. (Osaka, Japan).  Radio-labeled 

benzo(a)pyrene (14C-BAP; >97% pure, 26.6 µCi/µmol, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, 

USA) was diluted with unlabeled BAP to a specific activity of  5 µCi/µmol. All other 

reagents and cofactors were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and 

were reagent grade or higher in quality. 

 

2.2 Fish cultures 

Rainbow trout (Erwin strain) of mixed sex were obtained from the Upper 

Midwest Environmental Sciences Center (La Crosse, WI, USA) and reared until 
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approximately 1.5 years old (average wt. of approximately 350 g) at the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency laboratory in Duluth, MN, USA.  All fish were in early 

stages of sexual maturation at the time of sacrifice and had not previously undergone a 

spawning cycle.  Fish were fed Silver Cup trout chow (Nelson and Sons Inc., Murray, 

UT, USA) and maintained on a 16L:8D photoperiod at 11 ± 1°C.  Water for fish holding 

was drawn from Lake Superior and was treated before use by UV light and sand 

filtration. 

 

2.3 S9 Fractions 

Fish were euthanized with ethyl 3-aminobenzoate methanesulfonate (MS222; 250 

mg/L) buffered with 750 mg/L NaHCO3.  In an effort to reduce blood contamination of 

liver S9 preparations, the hepatic vein was severed and 10 to 20 mL of ice-cold buffer 

(Hank’s balanced salt solution with 10 mM HEPES and 3 mM EDTA; pH 7.8) was 

passed through the hepatic portal vein.  Livers were excised, rinsed with clearing buffer, 

minced in two volumes (w/v) of homogenization buffer (50 mM Tris, 2 mM EDTA, 1 

mM dithiothreitol, 150 mM KCl, and 250 mM sucrose; pH 7.8), and homogenized using 

a Potter-Elvehjem mortar and pestle. Homogenates from five male (pool A) and six 

female fish (pool B) were pooled and centrifuged at 13,000 g (4 °C) for 20 minutes.  The 

S9 fraction was carefully isolated, flash frozen and stored at -80 °C.  

 

2.4 S9 Characterization 

 Select phase I and phase II enzymatic activities were characterized using well-

known substrates.  CYP1A activity was described using two assays: benzo(a)pyrene ring 
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hydroxylation (aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase; AHH) and ethoxyresorufin O-dealkylation 

(EROD).  A radiometric method described by Van Cantfort et al. [34] was used to 

measure AHH activity.  Each reaction consisted of 0.5 mg/mL S9 protein, 5 mM MgCl2, 

2 mM NADPH and 80 µM 14C- BAP in 50 mM Tris buffer for a final incubation volume 

of 0.5 mL.  Reactions were initiated by adding BAP and terminated with 1 mL 0.15 M 

KOH in 85% DMSO.  Unreacted BAP was removed by extracting samples three times 

with hexane (5 mL per extraction).  A 750 µL aliquot of the resulting aqueous:DMSO 

phase was mixed with 20 mL UltimaGold  scintillation fluid (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, 

MA, USA) and polar BAP metabolites were quantified by liquid scintillation counting 

(Packard 2550; Perkin-Elmer).  Heat-denatured S9 controls were employed to account for 

radioactivity (e.g. by-products in the BAP) that partitioned to the aqueous phase but were 

unrelated to enzymatic activity. 

The EROD assay was based on the fluorescence method of Burk and Mayer [35].  

Each reaction consisted of 1 mg/mL S9 protein, 5 µM ethoxyresorufin, and 1 mM 

NADPH in 100 mM potassium phosphate buffer for a final incubation volume of 200 µL.  

Reactions were initiated by adding ethoxyresorufin and terminated with 600 µL 

methanol.  Samples were centrifuged at 3000 g to precipitate protein.  The metabolite 

resorufin was measured by fluorescence at excitation/emission wavelengths (nm) of 

550/580 on a micro-plate reader (BioTek Instruments, Winooski, VT, USA) and 

quantified using a standard curve. 

UDP-glucuronosyltransferase (UGT) activity was measured using p-nitrophenol 

(p-NP) as the substrate and uridine 5’-diphosphoglucuronic acid (UDPGA) as the 

glucuronosyl donor [36].  Incubations consisted of 1 mg/mL S9 protein, 10 mM EDTA, 7 
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mM UDPGA, 100 µM p-NP, and 25 µg/mL alamethicin in 500 mM potassium phosphate 

buffer with a final incubation volume of 200 µL.  Reactions were terminated with 600 µL 

of 3% trichloroacetic acid and 100 µL of 5N NaOH.  Samples were then centrifuged at 

3000 g for 5 min to precipitate protein.  Remaining substrate was measured by 

fluorescence (400 nm) on a micro-plate reader (BioTek Instruments) and quantified using 

a standard curve.  Samples containing denatured S9 or active S9 without UDPGA were 

used as controls to correct for non-enzymatic losses. 

Glutathione S-transferase (GST) activity was measured using the method 

described by Habig et al [37].  Reactions contained 2 mM reduced glutathione (GSH) and 

2 mM CDNB in 100 mM potassium phosphate buffer for a final incubation volume of 1.4 

mL.  Absorbance (340 nm) was monitored for 5 min (Varian 300, Agilent Technologies 

Inc.; Santa Clara, CA, USA) following the addition of 0.1 mg/mL of S9 protein.  Control 

samples without S9 protein were analyzed to account for non-enzymatic changes in 

absorbance.  Enzyme activity was calculated using a molar absorption coefficient of 9.6 

mM-1 cm-1. 

All assays were conducted at trout physiological temperature (11 °C) and pH 

(7.8), and were performed under saturating substrate conditions.  Substrates were added 

to incubations using acetone as the carrier solvent (1% v/v).  S9 protein concentration 

was measured using Peterson’s modification of the Lowry method (Sigma technical 

bulletin TP0300; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA).   
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2.5 In vitro Metabolism Assay 

In vitro substrate depletion experiments were conducted using S9 fractions 

derived from liver tissue as outlined by Johanning et al, with slight modifications [38].  

The S9 fraction was selected due of its ease of preparation and because it contains both 

phase I and phase II metabolizing enzymes.  For compounds exhibiting measurable rates 

of clearance, preliminary experiments were run to assess the kinetics of depletion.  The 

goal of such studies was to establish conditions (protein concentration, substrate 

concentration, incubation time) resulting in log-linear elimination. 

Samples of S9 protein were pre-incubated with 25 µg/mL alamethicin on ice for 

15 min in 1 mL glass tubes.  Cofactors NADPH, UDPGA, adenosine 3’-phosphate 5-

phosphosulfate (PAPS), and GSH (2 mM, 2 mM, 0.1 mM, and 5 mM final 

concentrations, respectively) dissolved in 100 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.8) 

were added and allowed to incubate with S9 samples for 10 min in a shaking 11 oC water 

bath.  Reactions were initiated by adding 2 µL of test compound dissolved in either 

methanol or acetonitrile.  The resulting final concentration of substrate was 1 µM, except 

for methylphenidate (0.5 µM), propranolol (0.5 µM), paroxetine (0.5 µM), and pyrene 

(0.38 µM).  The final reaction volume was 200 µL and the final S9 concentration was 1 

mg protein mL-1, except for diltiazem (2 mg mL-1) and carbamazepine (2 mg mL-1).  

Paroxetine and diphenhydramine assays were performed with S9 pool A; all other assays 

were conducted using S9 pool B. 

For quality control, matrix blanks and heat-inactivated S9 controls were run with 

each assay.  Reactions were terminated at regular time intervals by adding 595 µL ice-

cold acetonitrile, followed by thorough vortexing.  Each time point was collected in 
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duplicate.  All samples were spiked with 5 µL of 25-ppm isotopically labeled internal 

standard, vortexed, and centrifuged at 3000 g at 4 oC for 6 min.  Supernatants were 

collected via pipette and analyzed by liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry 

(LC-MS/MS) or HPLC according to methods described below. 

 

2.6 Instrumental Analysis 

Pharmaceuticals were analyzed by LC-MS/MS on a Varian model 410 

autosampler, ProStar model 212 binary pumping system, and model 1200L triple 

quadrupole mass analyzer. Most aspects of LC-MS/MS analyses were based on 

previously reported methods by our group [5, 39].  In those studies, gradient elution was 

utilized to monitor all target analytes in a single chromatographic run.  In the present 

study, only a single compound needed to be analyzed in each sample.  Accordingly, an 

isocratic mobile phase condition that resulted in compound elution between 2 and 10 min 

was identified for each analyte.  This enabled salts and other highly polar sample 

constituents to be diverted from the mass spectrometer during the first two minutes of 

each run and also reduced analysis time. Chromatography was performed using a 15 cm 

× 2.1 mm Extend-C18 column (5μm, 80 Å; Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA, USA) 

connected to a 12.5 mm x 2.1 mm Extend-C18 guard cartridge (5 μm, 80 Å; Agilent 

Technologies).  Analyte-dependent mobile phase conditions, mass spectrometry 

parameters, and method detection limits are available in Table 3.S1.  A minimum of 6 

standards, ranging in concentration from just below each analyte’s MDL to 500 ng mL1, 

were used to construct linear calibration curves (r2 ≥ 0.998) for each analyte.  Instrument 
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calibration was monitored over time via analysis of continuing calibration verification 

(CCV) samples with an acceptability criterion of ± 20%.   

Pyrene was analyzed by HPLC on a Beckman 126 HPLC system (Beckman 

Instruments, Fullerton, CA, USA) with a multi-wavelength fluorescence detector 

(Waters, Milford, MA, USA).   Chromatography was performed using a 5µm, 100 x 2.1 

mm reverse phase Hypersil Green PAH column (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 

MA).  Solvent A consisted of 90% water (Millipore, Billerica, MA) and 10% acetonitrile.  

Solvent B was made of 10% water and 90% acetonitrile.  The solvents were run 

isocratically at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min.  Proportions of solvents A (15%) and B (85%) 

were chosen to optimize run time and peak symmetry.  Identification and quantification 

were based on reproducible retention times of standards and samples. Quantification was 

performed at excitation/emission wavelengths (nm) of 237/385.   

 

2.7 Data Analysis 

Measured concentrations of test compounds were log-transformed and plotted 

against reaction time.  In each case there was no apparent loss of compound from heat-

denatured controls.  Data for active and heat-denatured samples (N = 2 per time point) 

were evaluated using linear regression.  Slopes from each regression were compared for 

significant differences (p<0.05) using a Student’s t-test [40].  If a significant difference 

was observed, the depletion rate constant (k; hr-1) was calculated from the slope of the 

line according to:  

k = -2.3*Slope 
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Rate constants were divided by the S9 protein concentration to calculate intrinsic hepatic 

clearance and extrapolated to describe intrinsic hepatic clearance per gram of liver (ClIN 

VITRO, INT; mL/hr/g liver tissue) [41]. 

 

3. RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

Determining the potential for a chemical to bioaccumulate within aquatic 

ecosystems represents an important component of environmental risk assessments.  Due 

to the cost and labor intensity of performing in vivo bioaccumulation studies, 

bioaccumulation is often estimated using modeling approaches [42, 43].  However, such 

estimates are inherently affected if an organism possesses the ability to biotransform or 

metabolize a chemical. In fact, a recent kinetic modeling exercise demonstrated the 

ability for metabolic rates to alter fish bioaccumulation [32].  Even “low” levels of 

microsomal intrinsic clearance can alter bioaccumulation for compounds with high log 

Kow (> 5) [32, 33].  Thus, incorporating in vitro metabolic transformation information, 

such as S9 substrate depletion assays, promises to improve the accuracy of 

bioaccumulation models employed during environmental risk assessments [22].  In the 

present study, S9 substrate depletion methods were employed to derive novel in vitro 

metabolism information that can inform comparative bioaccumulation predictions during 

screen-leveling environmental assessments of pharmaceuticals. 

Three recent studies have applied a substrate depletion approach to investigate 

pharmaceutical metabolism in fish.  These efforts demonstrated the biotransformation of 

ibuprofen, norethindrone, and propranolol by trout and catfish [23, 24], and fluoxetine 

biotransformation by rainbow trout, goldfish, zebrafish, and killifish [25].  Collectively 
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these observations show that fish are capable of metabolizing several widely prescribed 

drugs and provide some initial information related to the functional conservation of this 

activity in fish and humans.   

In the present study, we employed a more targeted approach to investigate the 

comparative biotransformation of pharmaceuticals in trout and humans.  Twelve 

compounds were chosen based on their extensive hepatic metabolism and CYP-isoform 

selectivity in humans (Table 3.1).  Substrate depletion experiments were then conducted 

to determine whether trout possess comparable “CYP-like” activity (CYP3A4, 2D6, etc.).  

Importantly, the resulting data do not indicate whether this expressed activity is 

performed by the same or similar enzymes.  Instead, the value of this information 

depends on the existence of functional patterns that can be used to predict reactions in 

one species from activities measured in a second.  It is also important to note that all S9 

assays in the present study were performed at the physiologically relevant temperature of 

11 °C in order to describe the baseline ability of uninduced rainbow trout to biotransform 

selected pharmaceuticals in an environmental exposure.   

The activity of trout S9 fractions was initially characterized using well-known 

substrates for CYP1A, UGT, and GST (Table 3.2).  As an additional confirmation of S9 

activity, we performed a set of substrate depletion experiments with pyrene, a well-

characterized polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (Figure 3.1).  The observed intrinsic 

clearance rate for pyrene (472 mL/h/g liver; Table 3.3) was in good agreement with 

previously determined values (P. Fitzsimmons, unpublished observations). 

Liver S9 fractions from trout exhibited no measurable activity toward the 

prototypical human CYP3A4 substrates diltiazem and carbamazepine (Figure 3.2).  
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CYP3A-like isoforms have been identified in several fish species including trout [44] and 

zebrafish [31].  Moreover, several studies have described the metabolism by fish of 

mammalian CYP3A substrates including testosterone, 7-benzyloxyquinoline, and 7-

benzyloxy-4-trifluoromethylcoumarin [19, 45, 46].  In a recent study by Alderton et al 

[47], larval zebrafish were shown to hydroxylate testosterone, although the predominant 

metabolism pathway appeared to be glucoronidation.  Metabolic clearance of 

nortethindrone, a CYP3A4 substrate in humans, was described in both trout and catfish 

[23].  The results of the present study suggest that there are differences in CYP3A 

substrate specificity between trout and mammals that can lead to an apparent absence of 

CYP3A4-like activity in trout, depending on the compound of interest.  Alternatively, 

trout and other fish species may metabolize some but not all mammalian CYP3A 

substrates utilizing enzymes that belong to a different CYP family (e.g., CYP1A).   

Trout S9 fractions also exhibited a lack of activity towards the prototypical human 

CYP2C9 substrates celecoxib, sulfamethoxazole, and warfarin (Figure 3.2).  Metabolism 

of ibuprofen, which occurs through CYP2C9 and UGT enzymes in humans, was 

previously described in trout and catfish, liver and gill S9 fractions [23, 24].  Both phase I 

and phase II ibuprofen metabolites were observed in liver S9 studies [24].  However, 

experiments with selective inducers and inhibitors of CYP activity indicated that this 

metabolism occurs through a CYP1A homolog [24].  The results of the present study, 

combined with those of previous efforts suggest that CYP2C9-like activity is low or 

absent in trout, except when metabolism is catalyzed by a non-CYP2 family enzyme. 

 In the present study, methylphenidate, a typical human CYP2D6 substrate, 

displayed a slow trend towards depletion; however, the slope of the log-linear depletion 
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curve was not significantly different (p > 0.05) from that of heat-inactivated controls 

(Figure 3.2).  No significant depletion was also observed for the human CYP2D6 

substrate paroxetine (Figure 3.2).  By contrast, dextromethorphan, a typical human 

CYP2D6 substrate, was shown previously to be metabolized by larval zebrafish [47].   

The CYP2 family of enzymes differs widely among species, and several genomic 

studies have described the diversity of CYP2-isoforms in fish [29, 31, 48].  Limited 

homology between human and fish CYP2 isoforms exists [31].  Presently, however, only 

CYP2R1 and CYP2U1 have been described as conserved [31, 48].  Further, CYP2 

catalytic activity in fish has been reported in some [45, 49] but not all studies [46, 50].  

Given these inconsistencies, it cannot be presumed that fish possess similar CYP2 

biotransformation capabilities as mammals. 

 Several drugs considered to be broad CYP enzyme substrates (acetaminophen, 

diphenhydramine, fluoxetine) also displayed no significant depletion by rainbow trout S9 

fractions (Figure 3.2).  In a recent study, Smith et al described fluoxetine metabolism by 

liver microsomes from several fish species [25].  Due to high intra-specific variability, 

differences among species could not be demonstrated.  Generally, however, fluoxetine 

metabolism by trout microsomes was slow or undetectable unless the animals were 

induced by pre-exposure to carbamazepine [25].  Additionally, the predominant 

fluoxetine biotransformation product in mammals, norfluoxetine, was often not detected.  

These findings are thus consistent with our observed results and highlight the potential 

pitfalls of presuming the presence of common metabolic pathways across species.  It is 

important to note that the Smith et al experiments were conducted at 25 °C despite 

several study fish species having been reared and held at lower temperatures [25].  
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Though the authors described fish microsomes as appearing to be not ‘as sensitive to 

temperature differences as mammalian microsomal proteins’[25], it is possible that 

differences in experimental temperature between Smith et al [23}’s work and the present 

studies may have influenced CYP activity. 

 Contrary to observations for acetaminophen, diphenhydramine, and fluoxetine, 

significant (p<0.05) metabolism was observed for diclofenac and propranolol (Figure 

3.2). Both of these pharmaceuticals were shown previously to be metabolized by fish.  

Alderton et al [47] observed diclofenac metabolism in larval zebrafish resulting in 

hydroxylated metabolites.  Additionally, phase I and phase II metabolites of diclofenac 

have been described in biotransformation experiments with juvenile rainbow trout [51, 

52].  In the present study, diclofenac displayed a modest rate of intrinsic clearance (9.5 

mL/h/g liver; Table 3.3).  Because liver S9 fractions contain both phase I and II 

metabolizing enzymes, it is not possible to attribute the observed diclofenac depletion to 

any specific enzymatic processes. 

 Propranolol is a substrate for CYP1A2 and CYP2D6 in humans (Table 3.1).  

Given the demonstrated CYP1A-like activity of trout S9 fractions (Table 3.2), it is not 

surprising that we observed a comparatively large intrinsic clearance rate for this 

compound.  Gomez et al employed a substrate depletion approach to measure propranolol 

metabolism in trout and catfish, gill and liver S9 fractions [23].  The intrinsic clearance 

rate for trout liver determined by these authors was 0.3 to 0.5 mL/hr/mg protein (note: 

due to a units conversion error, the value of 180 mL/hr/mg protein given in Figure 2 and 

Table 3 of [21] was incorrect; D. Huggett, personal communication).  This rate is 

considerably lower than that measured in the present study (2.74 mL/h/mg protein or 137 
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mL/h/g liver; Table 3.3).  Differences in intrinsic clearance rate may result from the use 

of different trout subspecies, S9 fraction protein concentrations, and starting substrate 

concentrations.  For comparison, Gomez et al. [23] measured propranolol depletion using 

a starting substrate concentration of 10 µM, which is 20 times higher than levels used in 

the present study.  

 During the drug development process, intrinsic clearance rates are often measured 

using microsomes and hepatocytes obtained from human livers.  In general, microsomes 

are used to characterize phase I metabolism while hepatocytes possess both phase I and 

phase II metabolic activity.  A literature review was performed to obtain human clearance 

rates for drugs examined in the present effort, measured using a substrate depletion 

approach  (Table 3.3).  To provide a basis for comparing these values to our calculated 

trout clearance rates, we converted all literature values to mL/h/g liver using the 

extrapolation factors 120 x 106 hepatocyte cells/g liver and 50 mg microsomal protein/g 

liver [41, 53].   

 The compounds in Table 3.3 possessing the highest rates of clearance in humans 

are diltiazem, diclofenac, and propranolol.  Of these, only diclofenac and propranolol 

exhibited measurable metabolism in trout.  As indicated previously, both compounds are 

substrates for more than one human CYP, including CYP1A2.  In contrast, diltiazem is 

primarily a substrate for human CYP3A4.   

 In the present study, ten common pharmaceuticals demonstrated no significant, 

measurable metabolism in naïve rainbow trout liver S9 fractions.  The lack of depletion 

observed in our studies suggests that these pharmaceuticals may be accumulated by 

rainbow trout.  Further, given the importance of CYP3A4, 2C9 and 2D6 for metabolism 
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of pharmaceuticals in humans, the low or non-existent levels of comparable activity in 

trout liver S9 suggest that fish are likely to accumulate substrates for these enzymes, 

provided that they possess other attributes (e.g., hydrophobic character) required to elicit 

this behavior.  

Though the present study focused on the enzymatic activity of trout liver S9, fish 

gills also may be capable of metabolizing pharmaceuticals [23, 24].  Clearly, the 

possibility for tissue specific expression of CYP isozymes in fish warrants additional 

investigation.  Further, the results reported in the present study describe the baseline 

ability of uninduced rainbow trout to biotransform selected pharmaceuticals.  Future in 

vivo metabolism studies are necessary in order to understand comparative pharmaceutical 

metabolism and clearance by fish. 

Several recent studies have focused on quantifying pharmaceutical residue 

concentrations in fish tissues in both field studies and laboratory exposures.  

Interestingly, many of the pharmaceuticals that displayed no significant metabolism in 

this study have been detected in fish collected from the field.  For example, following the 

first report that fluoxetine, sertraline, and their metabolites accumulate in fish liver, brain 

and muscle tissues [5], fluoxetine and other selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors 

(SSRIs) including paroxetine have been reported to accumulate at ng/g levels in fish from 

rivers in Canada [54], the USA [39] and Sweden [55].  In the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency’s National Pilot Study of Pharmaceuticals and Personal Care Products 

(PPCPs) in Fish Tissue, diphenhydramine, diltiazem, and carbamazepine were detected in 

fish muscle tissue at concentrations ranging from 0.13 to 3.1 ng/g [5].  Diltiazem and 

carbamazepine have been observed to bioaccumulate in fish from effluent-dominated 
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rivers of the USA [4, 39], but not in Germany [56].  In a laboratory study, waterborne 

exposures of 1 to 500 µg/L diclofenac resulted in measurable concentrations in the gill, 

kidney and liver of rainbow trout [57].  Diclofenac has also been quantified in the plasma 

of rainbow trout exposed to treated sewage effluents [55, 58].  Collectively, such reports, 

together with results of the present study, highlight the need to better understand 

pharmaceutical metabolism in fish models, and its impact on bioaccumulation and 

toxicity in biomedical and ecological applications.  This suggestion is consistent with the 

findings of a recent international workgroup that identified pharmaceutical 

bioaccumulation as one of the top research needs to understand the risks of PPCPs in the 

environment [10].  
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Figure 3.1. Biotransformation of pyrene by trout liver S9 fraction.  Closed circles denote 
heat inactive S9, open circles denote active S9 (N =2 at each time point). 
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Figure 3.2.  Biotransformation of select pharmaceuticals by trout liver S9 fraction. Major 
human CYP3A4 substrates A) Diltiazem and B) Carbamazepine; major human CYP2C9 
substrates C) Celecoxib, D) Sulfamethoxazole, E) Warfarin; major human CYP2D6 
substrates F) Methylphenidate, G) Paroxetine and general human CYP substrates H) 
Acetaminophen, I) Diclofenac, J) Diphenhydramine, K) Fluoxetine and L) Propranolol. 
Closed circles denote heat inactive S9, open circles denote active S9 (N = 2 at each time 
point).
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Table 3.1.  Cytochrome P450 enzyme substrates in humans.  (+++++) indicates major 
CYP substrate, (+) indicates minor substrate. [26, 27, 59] 

 
1A2 2A6 2B6 2C8 2C9 2C19 2D6 E21 3A4 

Major human CYP3A4 substrates 
Diltiazem + + +++++
Carbamazepine + +++++
Major human CYP2C9 substrates 
Celecoxib +++++ + 
Sulfamethoxazole +++++ + 
Warfarin + + +++++ + + 
Major human CYP2D6 substrates 
Methylphenidate +++++ 
Paroxetine +++++ 
General human CYP substrates 
Acetaminophen + + + + + + 
Diclofenac + + + + + + + 
Diphenhydramine + + + +++++ 
Fluoxetine + + +++++ + +++++ + + 
Propranolol +++++ + +++++ + 

 

 

 
Table 3.2 Rainbow trout liver S9 characterization parameters (mean ± SD; n = 3). 

 
Pool A Pool B 

Protein recovery (mg/g liver) 26.3 ± 0.6 26.0 ± 0.0 

AHH (pmol/min/mg protein) 48.5 ± 1.2 45.0 ± 1.1 

EROD (pmol/min/mg protein) 11.3 ± 1.7 10.6 ± 1.7 

UGT (pmol/min/mg protein) 1075 ± 197.5 1032 ± 47.1 

GST (nmol/min/mg protein) 507 ± 26 559 ± 13 
AHH: Aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase; EROD: ethoxyresorufin O-dealkylation;                                       

UGT: UDP-glucuronosyltransferase; GST: Glutathione S-transferase
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Table 3.3.  In vitro intrinsic clearance (CLIN VITRO, INT) rate of pharmaceuticals by rainbow trout  
liver S9 fractions and human hepatocytes and microsomes. 

 

Substrate 

Trout Human Human 

References 
S9 Hepatocyte Microsome 

CLIN VITRO, INT CLIN VITRO, INT CLIN VITRO, INT 
(mL/h/g liver) (mL/h/g liver) (mL/h/g liver) 

Major human CYP3A4 substrates 
Diltiazem NM 48.96; 72; 64.8; 93.6; 93.6 93; 117; <21 [60-63] 
Carbamazepine  NM NM; 3.312; 14.4 1.47 [60, 61, 64, 65] 
     
Major human CYP2C9 substrates 
Celecoxib  NM 
Sulfamethoxazole  NM 
Warfarin  NM <LOQ 6.6; <21 [62, 63] 
     
Major human CYP2D6 substrates 
Methylphenidate NM 
Paroxetine  NM 10.08 150 [64, 65] 
     
General human CYP substrates 
Acetaminophen NM NM; 7.2 24.3; 10.8 [63-65] 
Diclofenac  9.5 115.2; 316.8; 338.4 534; 426; 144 [60, 62, 64, 65] 
Diphenhydramine NM 5.976; 14.4; 43.2 28.8; <21; 23.4 [60, 62-65] 
Fluoxetine  NM 7.2 [60] 
Propranolol 137 38.16; 56.16; 72; 108; 136.8 66; 39 [60, 63-65] 

      
Pyrene 472    
NM: no metabolism observed, LOQ: limit of quantitation 
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Table 3.S1. Analyte-dependent parameters for target pharmaceuticals. 

Cerilliant (Round Rock, TX, USA) 1, Toronto Research Chemicals (North York, ONT, Canada) 2, 
Cambridge Isotopes (Andover, MA, USA) 3, Sigma (Milwaukee, WI, USA) 4MDL: Method detection limit 

 

Analyte 
(unlabeled/labeled) 

Isocratic Elution 
(%MeOH) 

Precursor 
Ion 

Product 
Ion 

Collision 
Energy (eV) 

MDL 
(ng/mL) 

ESI Positive      
Acetaminophen1 4 152 110 -12.5 7.26 
(Acetaminophen-d4)

1 156 114 -13 
Carbamazepine1 55 237 194 -15 0.17 
(Carbamazepine-d10)

1 247 203 -16.5 
Celecoxib2 72 382 362 -19 8.45 
(Celecoxib-d4)

2 386 366 -17.5 
Diltiazem1 40 415 178 -19 0.26 
(Diltiazem-d3)

2 418 178 -19.5 
Diphenhydramine1 38 256 167 -11.5 0.22 
(Diphenhydramine- 259 167 -13.5 
Fluoxetine1 49 310 148 -4 3.23 
(Fluoxetine-d6)

1 316 154 -3.5 
Methylphenidate1 23 234 84 -13.5 0.4 
(Methylphenidate-d9)1 243 93 -13.5 
Paroxetine1 47 330 192 -16 2.78 
(Paroxetine-d6)1 336 198 -16.5 
Propranolol1 37 260 116 -12.5 1.25 
(Propranolol-d7)2 267 123 -14 
Sulfamethoxazole3 30 254 156 -12 1.5 
(Sulfamethoxazole- 258 159 -12.5 
Warfarin2 70 309 163 -14 1.53 
(Warfarin-d5)

2   314 163 -10   

ESI Negative 
Diclofenac4 77 294 250 7.5 1.02 
(Diclofenac-d4)

2   298 254 7.5   
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Enantiomer-specific in vitro Biotransformation of Select Pharmaceuticals in Rainbow 
Trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) 

 
This chapter was published as: Connors KA, Du B, Fitzsimmons PN, Chambliss CK, 

Nichols JW, Brooks BW. 2013. Enantiomer-specific in vitro biotransformation of select 
pharmaceuticals in rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss). Chirality 25:763-767.  

 

ABSTRACT 

The occurrence of pharmaceuticals in the environment represents a challenge of 

emerging concern.  Many pharmaceuticals are chiral compounds; however, few studies 

have examined the relative toxicity of pharmaceutical enantiomers to wildlife.  Further, 

our understanding of stereospecific pharmacokinetics remains largely informed by 

research on humans and a few well-studied laboratory test animals, and not by studies 

conducted with environmentally relevant species, including fish.  The objective of this 

study was to investigate whether rainbow trout display stereospecific in vitro metabolism 

of three common chiral pharmaceuticals. Metabolism by trout liver S9 fractions was 

evaluated using a substrate depletion approach, which provides an estimate of intrinsic 

hepatic clearance (CLIN VITRO,INT).   No biotransformation was observed for rac-, R- or S-

fluoxetine.  Ibuprofen, including both enantiomers and the racemic mixture, appeared to 

undergo slow metabolism, but the resulting substrate depletion curves did not differ 

significantly from those of  inactive controls.  Contrary to relative clearance rates in 

humans, S(-)-propranolol was more rapidly cleared than the R(+)- enantiomer.  This work 

demonstrates that relative clearance rates and the effects of racemic mixtures in trout 
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could not have been predicted based on human data.  Additional research describing 

species differences and exploring tools for species extrapolation in biomedical and 

environmental studies is needed. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Many environmental pollutants, including both legacy and emerging 

contaminants, are chiral compounds.  Chemical enantiomers share common physical and 

chemical properties but may interact differently with chiral biological macromolecules 

such as transporters, receptors and enzymes1-3.  Thus, enantiomers can have different 

toxicodynamic and toxicokinetic profiles and behave differently in environmental 

matrices1-3.  These enantiospecific differences have been studied for various classes of 

environmental contaminants such as pesticides, PCBs and pharmaceuticals4-6.  Despite 

this knowledge, however, chiral compounds are generally considered a single entity 

during environmental risk assessments (ERAs); individual enantiomers are understudied, 

if they are examined at all.  Failing to account for potential enantiospecific differences in 

toxicity, degradation and fate of a chemical introduces uncertainty in environmental risk 

and hazard assessments6.   

Stanley and Brooks recently proposed a conceptual framework for approaching 

ERAs of chiral compounds7.  If the enantiomers of a chiral contaminant display 

differences in fate and toxicity, an ERA treating each enantiomer as a separate compound 

may be necessary in order to appropriately describe the risks of the contaminant.  
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Because enantiomers of the same compound are likely to coexist in the environment, it 

may also be necessary to further consider adverse outcomes of enantiomer mixtures. 

The occurrence of pharmaceuticals in the environment represents a challenge of 

emerging concern.  Unlike most industrial chemicals, however, pharmaceutical safety 

profiles are well developed prior to distribution.  Recent studies by our research team and 

others8-12 have explored ways to use existing pharmacology and toxicology information 

from mammals to better define potential impacts of pharmaceuticals on fish and other 

aquatic organisms. In principal, it may be possible to employ existing pharmacological 

safety data to inform environmental assessments using biological “read-across” methods 

to predict both pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic effects.  In addition to 

understanding pharmaceutical hazards in the environment, comparative pharmacology 

and toxicology studies with fish are useful because these organisms are increasingly used 

in biomedical studies and during pharmaceutical development due to lower experimental 

costs, rapid rates of reproduction and conservation of biochemical and biological function 

across vertebrates13. 

Several reports have measured specific pharmaceutical enantiomers in the 

environment.  Most of this work has focused on measuring enantiomer concentrations in 

wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) influent, effluent and receiving waters14-17.  Often 

the relative proportions of enantiomers that are measured in the influent and effluent 

differ, reflecting enantiospecific biotransformation in various environments. For example, 

Fono and Sedlak described the relative ratio of propranolol enantiomers in treated 

wastewater and untreated sewage17, demonstrating that the source of wastewater 
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contamination could be discriminated based these ratios.  Though the dominant 

enantiomer in influent may be predicted based on human excretion pathways14, 

enantiomer ratios can be altered within WWTPs through stereoselective 

biotransformation by resident microbial communities15.  These patterns may vary across 

various WWTP technologies, making it difficult to predict enantiomer ratios released to 

the environment.   

To date, dozens of different pharmaceuticals have been detected in sewage 

treatment plant effluent, surface water, ground water, soil, sewage sludge and terrestrial 

and aquatic life18; however, knowledge of the environmental occurrence and fate of 

pharmaceutical stereoisomers remains extremely limited4,6.  Recent research efforts have 

focused primarily on describing the acute toxicity of pharmaceuticals, and to a lesser 

extent pharmacokinetic and mechanistic factors that result in chronic toxicity, in 

environmentally relevant species19.  These studies are almost exclusively conducted 

without consideration of chemical chirality.  Very few studies have examined the relative 

toxicity of pharmaceutical enantiomers to wildlife20-22.  Instead, our understanding of 

stereospecific pharmacokinetics remains largely informed by research on humans and a 

few well-studied laboratory test animals (e.g., in-bred rodents)4.  In this effort we 

investigated whether rainbow trout display stereospecific in vitro metabolism of three 

common chiral pharmaceuticals. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Chemicals 

Pharmaceutical substrates and isotopically labeled standards were purchased from 

several providers and were of 98% purity or higher: R(-)-fluoxetine, S(+)-fluoxetine, 

R(+)-propanolol hydrochloride and S(-)-propranolol hydrochloride (Sigma, St. Louis, 

MO, USA), R-ibuprofen and S(+)-ibuprofen, rac-(±)ibuprofen (Biomol, Farmingdale, 

NY, USA), rac-fluoxetine, fluoxetine-d6 and rac-propranolol (Cerilliant, Round Rock, 

TX, USA), propranolol-d7 and ibuprofen-13C6 (Toronto Research Chemicals, North York, 

ONT, Canada).  β-NADPH (>95% pure) was purchased from Oriental Yeast Co. (Osaka, 

Japan).  All other reagents and cofactors were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, 

MO, USA) and were reagent grade or higher in quality. 

 

Trout S9 Preparation 

Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss; Erwin strain) were obtained from the 

Upper Midwest Environmental Sciences Center (La Crosse, WI, USA) and reared until 

approximately 1.5 years old at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency laboratory in 

Duluth, MN, USA.  Five male trout were euthanized according to an approved animal 

care protocol and the livers were excised, homogenized and pooled according to 

previously reported methods23.  The S9 fraction was carefully isolated via centrifugation 

at 13,000 g (4 C) for 20 min, flash frozen and stored at -80 C.  S9 protein concentration 

was measured using Peterson’s modification of the Lowry method (Sigma technical 

bulletin TP0300; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA).   
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S9 in vitro Metabolism Assay 

For compounds that exhibited measurable rates of clearance, preliminary 

experiments were performed to establish conditions (protein concentration, substrate 

concentration, incubation time) that would result in log-linear elimination.  Samples of S9 

protein were pre-incubated with 25 µg/mL alamethicin on ice for 15 min in 1 mL glass 

tubes.  Cofactors β-NADPH, UDPGA, adenosine 3’-phosphate 5-phosphosulfate, and 

glutathione (2 mM, 2 mM, 0.1 mM, and 5 mM final concentrations, respectively) 

dissolved in 100 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.8) were added and allowed to 

incubate for 10 min in a shaking 11 C water bath.  Reactions were initiated by adding 2 

µL of test compound dissolved in methanol resulting in a substrate concentration of 0.5 

µM propranolol, 1 µM fluoxetine or 2 µM ibuprofen.  The final reaction volume was 200 

µL and the final S9 concentration was 1 mg protein mL-1.  Reactions were terminated at 

regular time intervals by adding 595 µL ice-cold acetonitrile and 5 µL of 25 µg/mL 

isotopically labeled internal standard and then centrifuged at 3000 g at 4 C for 6 min. 

Supernatants were collected via pipette and analyzed by liquid chromatography tandem 

mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS).  Each time point was collected in duplicate.  For 

quality control, matrix blanks and heat-inactivated S9 controls were run with each assay.   

 

Instrumental Analysis 

Chromatography was performed using a 15 cm × 2.1 mm Extend-C18 column 

(5μm, 80 Å; Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA, USA) with a 12.5 mm x 2.1 mm 

Extend-C18 guard cartridge (5 μm, 80 Å; Agilent Technologies).  Propranolol and 
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fluoxetine were analyzed using methods previously reported by our group23-25.  Briefly, 

an isocratic mobile phase was used to elute compound since only a single analyte was 

analyzed in each sample.  The precursor-to-product ion transitions for propranolol and 

fluoxetine were 310148 and 260116, respectively.  Ibuprofen was quantified using 

the following parameters: isocratic mobile phase condition (72% methanol), electrospray 

ionization mode (ESI -), precursor-to-product ion transitions of 205161 for ibuprofen 

and 208164 for ibuprofen-d3 and a collision energy of 8eV.  Observed method 

detection limit was 18 ng/mL.  These analytical methods were not intended to quantitate 

a specific pharmaceutical enantiomer and thus only quantify targeted parent compounds.   

 

Data Analysis 

Measured concentrations were log10-transformed and plotted against reaction 

time.  In each case there was no apparent loss of compound from heat-denatured controls.  

No study pharmaceuticals were detected in matrix blank control samples.  Data for active 

and heat-denatured samples (N = 2 per time point, 7 time points) were evaluated using 

linear regression methods.  Slopes from each regression were compared for significant 

differences (p<0.05) using a Student’s t-test26.  If slopes were significantly different, a 

depletion rate constant (k; hr-1) was calculated from the regression slope (Slope) 

according to: k = -2.3*Slope.  Propranolol assays were repeated for an n=3 and a k mean 

(hr-1, ± SD) was calculated.  Rate constants were divided by the S9 protein concentration 

(1 mg/mL) to calculate intrinsic hepatic clearance (ClIN VITRO, INT; mL/hr/mg S9 protein)27.  
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Intrinsic hepatic clearance rates were compared using a one-way ANOVA with Student-

Newman-Keuls post-hoc (Sigma Plot 11, Systat Software, San Jose, CA). 

 

RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

The pharmacokinetics of both chiral and achiral drugs has been well studied in 

humans and mammals (for overview28).  By contrast, only a limited number of studies 

have been conducted examining pharmaceutical metabolism in fish23,29-31.  These efforts 

have shown that fish can biotransform several drugs, especially those that are 

metabolized by a broad range of CYP enzymes in humans23.  Research by Gomez et al 

recently demonstrated the metabolism of racemates of ibuprofen29,30, propranolol and 

norethindrone29 in trout liver S9 fractions.  Smith et al examined  metabolism of rac-

fluoxetine by liver microsomes from several fish species31.  Generally, fluoxetine 

metabolism by trout microsomes was slow or undetectable unless the animals were 

induced by pre-exposure to carbamazepine, a general CYP enzyme inducer.  Substrate 

depletion was observed in other fish species including goldfish, zebrafish and killifish, 

though there was a high degree of variability between individuals of the same species31.   

The objective of the present study was to determine enantiomer specific substrate 

depletion rates for several common chiral pharmaceuticals.  In humans, fluoxetine is 

metabolized in liver microsomes via N-demethylation primarily by CYP2D6, CYP2C9, 

and CYP3A432.  These enzymes produce similar clearance rates for both enantiomers and 

the racemate, except for CYP2C9 which is a more efficient metabolizer of the R-

enantiomer32.  If trout possessed similar metabolic capabilities, we would expect 
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substrate depletion rates for both enantiomers to be similar.  In the present study, no 

significant substrate depletion was observed for either enantiomer (Fig 4.1A) or the 

racemic mixture of fluoxetine23.  Recent studies with fluoxetine demonstrated that S-

fluoxetine was more toxic than R-fluoxetine to fathead minnows (Pimephales promelas) 

in laboratory experiments20, possibly because S-norfluoxetine, the primary active 

metabolite of fluoxetine, is up to 20 times more potent at the level of the serotonin 

reuptake transporter in mammals than R-norfluoxetine33.   

Ibuprofen has a well documented stereoselective pharmacodynamic and 

pharmacokinetic profile34,35.  Ibuprofen is metabolized in humans primarily through 

phase I hydroxylation followed by phase II glucuronidation34.  Both of these processes 

are stereoselective for the S-enantiomer35.  In rainbow trout, 2-hydroxyibuprofen was the 

major product of ibuprofen metabolism by gill and liver S9 fractions30.  In the present 

study, rac-, S-, and R-ibuprofen displayed a slow trend towards substrate depletion (Fig 

4.1B); however, the slopes of log-linear depletion curves were not significantly different 

(p > 0.05) from those of heat-inactivated controls.  Initial substrate concentrations were 

depleted by 21%, 22% and 31% over the course of the experiment for rac-, S- and R-

ibuprofen, respectively (Fig 4.1B).  These values correspond with the reported ~20% 

depletion of rac-ibuprofen in trout liver S9 fractions reported by Gomez et al29,30.   

Propranolol is metabolized in humans through several mechanisms including 

hydroxylation, glucuronidation and N-dealkylation36.  Each of these pathways is 

stereoselective with hydroxylation favoring R(+)-, glucuronidation favoring S(-)-, and N-

dealkylation stereoselectivity depending on drug concentration36.  However, overall 
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propranolol metabolism is stereoselective for R(+)-propranolol, resulting in higher S(-)-

propranolol concentrations in the human body36.  In the present study, significant 

substrate depletion was observed for both enantiomers and the racemic mixture (Fig 

4.1C).  Here we report significantly differences (p<0.01) for clearance rates of 

propranolol enantiomers by rainbow trout.  A mean intrinsic hepatic clearance rate (n=3, 

± SD) of 0.93 (± 0.20) mL/h/mg S9 protein for R(+)-propranolol and 3.0 (± 0.85) 

mL/h/mg S9 protein for S(-)-propranolol. However, no significant difference was 

observed between the rac-propranolol and either of the enantiomers (p>0.05). The rapid 

clearance of S- enantiomer in trout liver S9 could be caused by different CYP 

stereoselectivity in trout than humans or a greater metabolic contribution of 

glucuronidation, among other possibilities.  An intrinsic clearance rate of 2.0 (± 0.62) 

mL/h/mg S9 protein rac-propranolol was observed in this study.  By contrast, Gomez et 

al derived an intrinsic clearance rate of 0.3 to 0.5 mL/hr/mg protein for rac-propranolol in 

trout liver S929 (note: due to a units conversion error, the value of 180 mL/hr/mg protein 

given in Figure 2 and Table 2 of the Gomez et al work is incorrect; D. Huggett, personal 

communication).  Differences between these reported intrinsic clearance rates may result 

from the use of different trout subspecies, S9 fraction protein concentrations, and starting 

substrate concentrations.  It is unclear what mechanism may be responsible for elevated 

clearance rates of S(-)-propranolol relative to R(+)-propranolol.  Further research is 

needed in order to better describe this apparent difference between trout, wildlife and 

humans.   
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Biotransformation may substantially reduce the extent to which environmental 

contaminants accumulate in fish and other aquatic biota.  Understanding the 

bioaccumulation potential of pharmaceuticals has been identified as a critical research 

need37,38.  Given the possibility for enantiospecific biotransformation, the 

bioaccumulation potential of chiral drugs requires special attention.  To date, however, 

most of the work on chiral environmental contaminants has been performed with 

pesticides and other organic compounds39-43.  In previous experiments, chiral test 

compounds were administered to rainbow trout as a racemic mixture and the proportion 

of each enantiomer within the organism was monitored over uptake and depuration 

phases39-41.  Collectively, these studies demonstrated that enantiospecific depuration 

(suggestive of enantiospecific metabolism) can occur for some chiral contaminants such 

as pentachlorobiphenyl 136 and trans-chlordane41, fipronil39 and myclobutanil40.  

Enantiomer specific biotransformation rates have been directly documented using trout 

liver microsomal preparations for the fungicide triadimefon where the depletion rate for 

S-(+)-triadimefon was 27% faster than that for the R-(-) enantiomer42.   

The present study has demonstrated that rainbow trout are capable of 

stereospecific pharmaceutical metabolism.  These results provide an important foundation 

towards understanding factors that may affect environmental exposure, bioaccumulation 

and risk.  However, additional studies are needed in order to explore relationships among 

in vitro stereospecific metabolism patterns and the potential for stereospecific in vivo 

bioaccumulation of pharmaceuticals.  Such potential for enantiomer specific 

bioaccumulation further highlights the need for specific ERA frameworks for chiral 
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compounds and enantiomer mixtures7.  This in vitro work with S9 from a common fish 

model also demonstrated that relative clearance rates and the effects of racemic mixtures 

could not have been predicted based on human and mammalian pharmacokinetic data.  

Additional research describing species differences and exploring tools for species 

extrapolation, particularly among fish and other vertebrate models, in biomedical and 

environmental studies is needed.   
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Figure 4.1. Biotransformation  of (A) fluoxetine, (B) ibuprofen and (C) propranolol 
enantiomers by trout liver S9 fraction.  Linear regression lines are displayed for depletion 
assays whose slopes are significantly different from heat inactivated controls (p<0.05).  
Propranolol (C) includes one representative plot of three separate studies, with linear 
regression equations: rac-propranolol  y = -0.01x - 0.27, R2= 0.97; R-propranolol  y = -
0.0077x - 0.21, R2= 0.93; S-propranolol  y = -0.03x - 0.20, R2= 0.99.  Intrinsic clearance 
rates for R-propranolol and S-propranolol were significantly different (p<0.01). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

Similar Anxiolytic Effects of Agonists Targeting Serotonin 5-HT1A or Cannabinoid CB 
Receptors on Zebrafish Behavior in Novel Environments 

 
This chapter was published as: Connors KA, Valenti TW, Lawless K, Sackerman J, 

Onaivi ES, Brooks BW, Gould GG. 2014. Similar anxiolytic effects of agonists targeting 
serotonin 5-HT1Aor cannabinoid CB receptors on zebrafish behavior in novel 

environments.  Aquatic Toxicology 151: 105-113.  
 

ABSTRACT 

The discovery that selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) such as 

fluoxetine are present and bioaccumulate in aquatic ecosystems have spurred studies of 

fish serotonin transporters (SERTs) and changes in SSRI-sensitive behaviors as adverse 

outcomes relevant for risk assessment. Many SSRIs also act at serotonin 5-

HT1A receptors. Since capitalizing on this action may improve treatments of clinical 

depression and other psychiatric disorders, novel multimodal drugs that agonize 5-

HT1A and block SERT were introduced. In mammals both 5-HT1A and CB agonists, such 

as buspirone and WIN55,212-2, reduce anxious behaviors. Immunological and behavioral 

evidence suggests that 5-HT1A-like receptors may function similarly in zebrafish (Danio 

rerio), yet their pharmacological properties are not well characterized. Herein we 

compared the density of [3H] 8-hydroxy-2-di-n-propylamino tetralin (8-OH-DPAT) 

binding to 5-HT1A-like sites in the zebrafish brain, to that of similarly Gαi/o-coupled 

cannabinoid receptors. [3H] 8-OH-DPAT specific binding was 176 ± 8, 275 ± 32, and 

230 ± 36 fmol/mg protein in the hypothalamus, optic tectum, and telencephalon. [3H] 

WIN55,212-2 binding density was higher in those same brain regions at 6 ± 0.3, 5.5 ± 0.4 
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and 7.3 ± 0.3 pm/mg protein. The aquatic light–dark plus maze was used to examine 

behavioral effects of 5-HT1A and CB receptor agonists on zebrafish novelty-based 

anxiety. With acute exposure to the 5-HT1A partial-agonist buspirone (50 mg/L), or 

dietary exposure to WIN55,212-2 (7 μg/week) zebrafish spent more time in and/or 

entered white arms more often than controls (p < 0.05). Acute exposure to WIN55,212-2 

at 0.5–50 mg/L reduced mobility. These behavioral findings suggest that azipirones, like 

cannabinoid agonists, have anxiolytic and/or sedative properties on fish in novel 

environments. These observations highlight the need to consider potential ecological 

risks of azapirones and multimodal antidepressants in the future. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Following the observation of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) 

antidepressant accumulation in fish (Brooks et al., 2005), studies of drugs in aquatic 

environments and their regulation has increased (Brooks et al., 2003, Stanley et al., 

2007, Gawrecki and Klaine, 2008, Painter et al., 2009, Valenti et al., 2009, Oakes et al., 

2010, Schultz et al., 2010 and Mennigen et al., 2011). Though serotonin transporters 

(SERT) are the primary target of SSRIs such as fluoxetine or citalopram, some of their 

pharmacological efficacy stems from activity at serotonin 5-HT1A receptors (Lesch et al., 

1991, Klimek et al., 1994, Li et al., 1996 and Descarries and Riad, 2012). In light of this, 

multimodal antidepressants targeting 5-HT1A and SERT were developed (Maurel et al., 

2007, Ashby et al., 2013 and Guilloux et al., 2013). Among them are vilazodone and 

vortioxetine, which were approved in 2011 and 2013 by the U.S. FDA as antidepressants; 

both have high affinities for human SERT and 5-HT1A receptors (Stahl et al., 
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2013, Celada et al., 2013 and Pehrson and Sanchez, 2013). Potential environmental risks 

from these new drugs targeting 5-HT1Aon non-target species (e.g. fish) remain unknown. 

Also, 5-HT1A partial agonist azapirones such as buspirone and tandispirone 

remain in use as treatments for anxiety, depression and related disorders (Correa-de-

Araujo et al., 2005, Ravindran and Stein, 2010 and Celada et al., 2013). Azapirones have 

not received much attention in wastewater surveys (Calisto and Esteves, 2009), although 

one ECOSAR model study indicated that for predictive purposes buspirone falls into 3 

different chemical classes (Madden et al., 2009). The persistence of the pyrimidine sub-

structure of buspirone following photocatalytic degradation indicates that its derivatives 

are likely to remain bioactive in the environment (Radjenovic et al., 2009). Given the 

heightened likelihood of future introductions of 5-HT1Atargeting drugs into aquatic 

ecosystems ushered in by new multimodal antidepressants, studies of potential target-

specific effects of 5-HT1A agonists in fish are warranted. 

While environmental concentrations of most pharmaceuticals are well below 

acute toxicity levels, chronic mode of action (MOA)-specific effects should still be of 

concern. However, conventional toxicological endpoints (e.g. mortality, reproduction, 

growth) may not capture biologically important MOA-related endpoints, including 

behavioral effects such as reduced locomotion, vigilance or predator avoidance, and 

changes in feeding, shoaling or mating (Martinovic et al., 2007, Dzieweczynski and 

Hebert, 2012 and Valenti et al., 2012). Using the adverse outcome pathway (AOP) 

framework, enhanced understanding of relationships among mechanistic events and 

subsequent responses at various levels of biological organization can improve ecological 

risk assessments (Ankley et al., 2010). Adult zebrafish are increasingly being used in 
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behavior tests and they are good models for predicting or testing the effects of 

pharmaceuticals, toxicants or gene manipulations (Guo, 2004, Norton and Bally-Cuif, 

2010, Kalueff et al., 2013 and Norton, 2013). Zebrafish assays examining anxiety, fear 

and related behaviors were developed, and efforts to characterize pharmaceutical effects 

in them continue (Maximino et al., 2010). Thus, zebrafish behaviors are ideal for studies 

examining MOA specific effects in the context of AOP-related endpoints. 

Two serotonin 5-HT1A-like receptors have been identified in zebrafish, htr1aa, 

htr1ab, and their expression were mapped using in situ hybridization (Airhart et al., 

2007 and Norton et al., 2008). Buspirone generally has anxiolytic and pro-social effects 

in vertebrates (File and Seth, 2003, Bencan et al., 2009, Gould et al., 2011, Gould et al., 

2012, Barba-Escobedo and Gould, 2012, Maaswinkel et al., 2012 and Maaswinkel et al., 

2013). However affinities of zebrafish htr1aa, htr1ab receptors are lower for 8-OH-

DPAT, buspirone and WAY100635 than mammalian 5-HT1A receptors, since more 5-

HT1A-like receptors and/or other binding sites are involved (Gozlan et al., 1995, Owens et 

al., 1997, Newman-Tancredi et al., 2001 and Barba-Escobedo and Gould, 2012). Given 

this, we performed behavioral tests of buspirone's anxiolytic effects in the zebrafish 

light/dark plus maze, in which exploration and preference for a dark background 

(scototaxis) are explored in the first 5 min of introduction, when the arena is still a novel 

environment for the fish (Gould, 2011). We also used [3H] 8-OH-DPAT in an 

autoradiography study to identify high-density binding sites for this ligand in the 

zebrafish brain. 

In mammals, 5-HT1A and endocannabinoid CB1 and CB2 receptors are coupled to 

Gαi/o proteins that inhibit adenylate cyclase and CAMP; drugs acting as partial-agonists 
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at these receptors can suppress anxiety by this common mechanism (Dumuis et al., 

1988, Prather et al., 2000, Papoucheva et al., 2004, File and Seth, 2003, Chevaleyre et al., 

2007 and Naderi et al., 2008). In zebrafish CB receptors have been cloned, mapped and 

pharmacologically characterized. One zebrafish CB1-like and two CB2-like receptors can 

be distinguished by CP-55,940, HU-210 and WIN55,212-2 binding properties (Lam et 

al., 2006, Rodriguez-Martin et al., 2007a and Rodriguez-Martin et al., 2007b). Since 

zebrafish CB pharmacological properties are better characterized than their 5-HT1A-like 

receptors, yet buspirone has been more extensively used in zebrafish behavior studies 

(e.g. Bencan et al., 2009 and Maaswinkel et al., 2012), our research objectives were to 

compare: (1) high-density binding sites of [3H] WIN55,212-2 and [3H] 8-OH-DPAT, and 

(2) behavioral properties of WIN55,212-2 and buspirone in the context of novelty-based 

anxiety. We hypothesized that zebrafish 5-HT1A receptors would produce similar MOA-

specific effects to the mammalian receptor – and that these effects would be similar to the 

CB1 receptors, given their common Gαi/o-coupling. 

 

2. METHODS 

2.1. Fish husbandry 

Wild-type (Tropical 5D) fish were used for the acute drug treatment experiments 

conducted at Baylor University (Waco, TX, USA). Adult wild-type zebrafish (Petco, 

Wayne, NJ, USA) were used for the autoradiography and gelatin diet treatment 

experiments conducted at William Paterson University (Wayne, NJ, USA). Fish were 

maintained on 16:8 (Waco) or 14:10 (Wayne) photoperiod in recirculating systems 

containing deionized water supplemented with ∼200 mg/L Instant Ocean salts (Aquatic 
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Ecosystems, Apopka, FL, USA) to raise the conductivity to approximately 500 μS/cm 

and a pH of 7.0. Fish were fed Artemia supplemented with flake food (Aquatic 

Ecosystems, Apopka, FL, USA) twice daily. All procedures were conducted according to 

approved IACUC protocols. 

 

2.2. Quantitative autoradiography 

2.2.1. Brain tissue preparation 

Adult male Zebrafish (n = 4) were sacrificed by decapitation without anesthesia, 

and the head was frozen on powdered dry ice and stored at −80 °C. In preparation for 

cryostat sectioning, the lower jaw and fins were cut away, and the zebrafish head was 

mounted on a cryostat chuck with mounting medium (TissueTek, Torrence, CA, USA). 

The brain in skull was sectioned coronally in 20 μm slices using a −18 °C cryostat (Leica, 

Bannockburn, IL, USA), and sections were thaw-mounted onto chilled gelatin coated 

microslides. Brain tissue was collected according to the zebrafish brain atlas (Wullimann 

et al., 1996) from Plates 92 for dorsal telencephlon, 127 for ventral thalamic nucleus, and 

168–179 for the optic tectum and caudal zone of the periventricular hypothalamus. Tissue 

sections on slides were vacuum desiccated for 18 h at 4 °C, and then frozen at −80 °C 

until use in autoradiography assays. Sections on slides were desiccated as they defrosted 

for 1 h at 4 °C before use in binding assays. 

 

2.2.2. [3H] 8-OH-DPAT binding 

Sections on slides were pre-incubated in 170 mM Tris–HCl buffer, pH 7.6, for 

30 min at room temperature (25 °C). They were transferred to slide mailers to incubate 
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for 1 h in 10 ml of buffer containing 2 nM [3H] 8-OH-DPAT (Perkin-Elmer, Boston, 

MA, USA). Non-specific binding was defined by adding 10 μM WAY 100635 (Sigma, St 

Louis, MO, USA) to buffer in a separate slide mailer in which a duplicate serial set of 

sections was incubated. Incubation was terminated by two 5 min washes in 170 mM 

Tris–HCl buffer, pH 7.6, at 4 °C followed by a 5 s dip in 4 °C de-ionized water. 

 

2.2.3. [3H] WIN55,212-2 binding 

Sections on slides were pre-incubated for 30 min in 50 mM Tris 120 mM HCl, pH 

7.4 buffer at 25 °C, then incubated in the same buffer containing 3% bovine serum 

albumin and 10 nM [3H] WIN55,212-2 (Amersham/GE Healthcare, Boston, MA) for 2 h. 

Nonspecific binding was defined using 1 mM of CB1 antagonist AM251 (Sigma, St. 

Louis, MO). Brain sections were washed for 4 h in 50 mM Tris–HCl, 0.3% BSA buffer, 

pH 7.4, at 4 °C, then dipped for 5 s in 4 °C deionized water. 

 

2.2.4. Quantitative autoradiography 

Sections were dried on a slide warmer and exposed to Kodak BioMax MR Film 

(VWR, Sugar Land, TX, USA) for 10 weeks for [3H] 8-OH-DPAT, or 4 weeks for [3H] 

WIN55,212-2, along with tritiated standards (American Radiolabled Chemicals, St. 

Louis, MO, USA) calibrated to brain mash (Geary et al., 1985). Autoradiograms were 

captured with a digital imaging system: Nikon lens, Kaiser copy stand, “Northern Lights” 

illuminator (InterFocus Imaging Ltd., Linton, England), monochrome digital camera and 

frame grabber card (Scion Corporation, Frederick, MD, USA). Digital brain images were 
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calibrated from grayscale to units of fmol/mg protein, and measured using NIH Image, 

version 1.47 (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA) on Macintosh OS 9.2. 

 

2.3. Exposure scenarios 

Acute aqueous exposure of zebrafish was accomplished by immersing individual 

zebrafish (N = 8–10) for 10 min. WIN55,212-2 (Ascent Scientific, Cambridge, MA) 

dissolved in DMSO at 0.1%, or buspirone (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was dissolved into 

culture water at concentrations of 0.5, 5, or 50 mg/L. These concentrations were based on 

behavioral effects seen in Braida et al. (2007) and Bencan et al. (2009), and the duration 

based on the finding in Sackerman et al. (2010) that SSRI uptake into brain via bath 

exposure was evident after 3–5 min. Fish were then allowed to depurate in clean culture 

water for 15 min before being transferred into the light/dark cross maze. 

In addition to acute aqueous exposures, dietary exposures were also completed 

with WIN55212-2. Spiked-food was prepared by mixing 1 mg of WIN55,212-2 with 7 g 

dry gelatin food powder (Aquatic-Eco Systems, Apopka, FL, USA) generally following 

our previously reported approach (Gould et al., 2007). Deionized water (3 ml) was then 

added and the slurry was mixed thoroughly to make 10 g of spiked-food. WIN55,212-2 

spiked gelatin-based food was spread out on a plastic weigh-boat and refrigerated until 

solid; the dry food was then crumbled. A drug-free control batch of diet (without 

WIN55,212-2) was prepared similarly. On a daily basis for 1 week, 60 mg of food was 

slowly added to each tank of 6 fish so that all food was consumed within 5 min of 

floating on the surface. This dietary regimen culminated in a nominal consumption rate 

for each fish of 1 μg WIN55,212-2/day. 
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2.4. Light/dark cross maze 

The protocol described in Gould (2011) was followed for the light/dark 

preference testing in a testing arena that is novel to the fish. Clear, acrylic offset cross 

mazes (http://www.ezrascientific.com) were configured with the 3 side arms off the 

center square blocked at 10 cm and one side arm blocked at 20 cm. The arms were lined 

with black or white poly squares (Fig. 5.1). A camera and 60 W light were hung above 

each maze. The maze was filled with habitat water to a depth of 4 cm. Fish naïve to the 

maze were introduced by dip net into the center square and behavior was recorded over 

5 min. The number of crosses into each square, time spent in white arms, and latency to 

move from the middle square was quantified. Mazes were rinsed and water was refreshed 

between each trial. 

 

2.5. Statistical analysis 

One-way ANOVAs or t-tests were used for statistical comparisons of the recorded 

observational data among exposure concentrations (Sigma Plot 11.0, Systat Software 

and/or Statistica, Tulsa, OK, USA). Pairwise post hoc comparisons were made using a 

Tukey's post hoc test. 

 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Autoradiography 

Cannabinoid receptor binding to [3H] WIN55,212-2 was significantly higher than 

5-HT1A binding to [3H] 8-OH-DPAT, as shown by representative autoradiograms in Fig. 

5.2. The lowest density region was the ventral thalamus, while the dorsal telencephlon 
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had the highest density for both receptors (Table 5.1). Both ligands had relatively high 

binding density in the caudal zone of the periventricular hypothalamus, indicating the 

possible presence of regulatory 5-HT1A and CB receptors in this region. 

 

3.2. Behavioral effects of buspirone and WIN55,212-2 

Zebrafish exposed to 50 mg/L buspirone entered white arms more frequently than 

those exposed to 0.5 mg/L (p < 0.05; Fig. 5.3a). Zebrafish acutely exposed to buspirone 

at 50 mg/L spent significantly more time in the white arms of the behavioral plus maze 

than controls (F(3,31) = 6, p < 0.05; Fig. 5.3b). No significant differences were observed 

for the total number of arm entries, number of entries into white arms or latency time to 

leave the middle chamber as shown in Fig. 5.3c and d, respectively. One fish in the 

50 mg/L buspirone group was an outlier, as it did not leave the center box until after 

300 s, so it was excluded from the analysis. Otherwise there were 9 fish per treatment 

level. 

Acute aqueous exposure to WIN55,212-2 resulted in altered behavioral anxiolytic 

responses (Fig. 5.4). Zebrafish exposed to 0.5, 5 and 50 mg/L WIN55,212-2 had 

significantly fewer white arm entries and total arm entries than either unexposed or 

vehicle controls (F(4,37) > 10, p < 0.05; Fig. 5.4a). A general trend toward increased 

time in white zones with higher concentrations of WIN55,212-2 was evident, but this was 

not significant due to the large variation in both the control and experimental groups 

( Fig. 5.4b). It may be important to note that latency to leave the center box decreased 

with all concentrations of WIN55,212-2, though not significantly different from controls 

(p = 0.07). Two fish, one in concentration 5 mg/L and another in 50 mg/L, displayed 
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aberrant behavior in this assay by completing 8–10 times more total arm crosses and 5–

10 times more white arm entries than the other zebrafish within its concentration 

exposure level. A third fish in the 0.5 mg/L group did not move from the center box until 

after 300 s. As such, these fish were removed from the analysis, resulting in a total 9 fish 

for both unexposed and 0.1% DMSO treated groups, and 8 fish in the WIN55,212-2 

group at each treatment level. 

Zebrafish administered 1 μg/d of the cannabinoid agonist WIN55,212-2 in spiked 

diet for 1 week entered white arms significantly more (F(1,16) = 36.8, p < 0.01), and 

entered more arms overall (F(1,16) = 14.7, p < 0.01) as compared to controls fed 

unspiked gelatin food. WIN55,212-2-fed zebrafish also spent significantly more time 

exploring white arms (F(1,16) = 12.8, p < 0.05), and less time frozen in the middle than 

controls (F(1,16) = 27.6, p < 0.001), as shown in Fig. 5.5. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

Leveraging mammalian pharmacology and toxicology data appears quite 

promising to identify drugs presenting risks to fish and other wildlife (Berninger and 

Brooks, 2010 and Boxall et al., 2012). The use of therapeutic target conservation and 

predictions of internal plasma concentration, dubbed the ‘read across hypothesis’, to 

predict effects in non-target species is gaining traction (Rand-Weaver et al., 2013); with 

the strongest support for this hypothesis coming from the study examining the behavioral 

effects of the SSRI sertraline in fathead minnows (Valenti et al., 2012). This has lent 

credence to the idea that mammalian pharmacodynamic information may be used to 

develop predictions for substances presenting potential environmental hazards to aquatic 
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life (Huggett et al., 2003, Gunnarsson et al., 2008, Brooks et al., 2009 and Berninger and 

Brooks, 2010). By characterizing the ligand-binding properties of receptors in fish, this 

information may assist in compound prioritization for future read-across efforts. 

However, findings from mammalian studies cannot always be generalized back to 

fish or other aquatic organisms for predictive purposes without further investigation. 

While pharmacological properties of active receptor binding sites are largely conserved 

among fish and mammals (Ringholm et al., 2002, Huggett et al., 2003, Schiöth et al., 

2003, Ton et al., 2006, Gunnarsson et al., 2008, Mueller and Wullimann, 

2009 and Panula et al., 2010), this is not always the case. There are duplicate copies for 

many receptor genes in fish, and some of them acquired mutations altering sister protein 

ligand binding properties (Winberg and Nilsson, 1996, Boehmler et al., 2007, Boehmler 

et al., 2009, Brunet et al., 2006 and Norton et al., 2008). For example, differences in 

relative SSRI affinity, and higher affinities of the norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor 

desipramine for SERT binding sites occur in fish as compared to rats (Gould et al., 2007). 

This is due in part to the fact that there are two homologs to the mammalian SERT, “sert 

a” and “sert b” in zebrafish that differ in their binding properties (Wang et al., 

2006 and Norton et al., 2008). Higher affinity of zebrafish SERTs for desipramine was 

found to be due to only three amino acid residues at active binding sites that differed 

from humans and other mammals (Severinsen et al., 2008). Yet behavioral and binding 

properties of most drugs in fish remain uncharacterized. 

The primary goal of this manuscript was to highlight the importance of 

understanding how drugs targeting piscine 5-HT1A-like receptors might alter fish 

behavior, especially since they will become more concentrated in aquatic environments 
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with the introduction of new multimodal antidepressants such as vilazodone and 

vortioxetine. We hypothesized that if the population of htr1aa, htr1ab receptors in the 

zebrafish brain (Norton et al., 2008) had a conserved pharmacological response with 

mammalian 5-HT1A, then their agonism by buspirone should illicit similar behavioral 

responses to the activation of cannabinoid receptors by WIN55,212-2. This is because 

both receptor types are Gαi/o-coupled in mammals, and CB receptors are likewise in 

zebrafish (Dumuis et al., 1988, Chevaleyre et al., 2007 and Rodriguez-Martin et al., 

2007a). Autoradiographic data were collected to compare the binding distribution of [3H] 

8-OH-DPAT and [3H] WIN55212 in zebrafish, as these ligands have been extensively 

used to describe 5-HT1A and CB1&2 receptors in mammalian studies. We predicted that 

zebrafish 5-HT1A and CB-like receptors would have similar binding density in key 

regions shaping emotionality, and their agonism would produce similar MOA-specific 

effects as their mammalian equivalents. This was based on our reasoning that similarities 

in their novelty-based behavioral response would reveal the potential for an 

evolutionarily conserved sharing of Gαi/o-coupled downstream effects of their agonism. 

Our binding results are consistent with the previously described distribution of the 

HT1aa and HT1ab receptors in the zebrafish brain as characterized by in situ 

hybridization (Norton et al., 2008). We found high levels of [3H] 8-OH-DPAT binding in 

the caudal zone of the periventricular hypothalamus relative to other thalamic regions in 

zebrafish brain sections, as shown in Fig. 5.2 and Table 5.1. As compared to specific [3H] 

8-OH-DPAT binding in the ventromedial nucleus of the mouse hypothalamus performed 

using the same protocol, their densities (130–200 fmol/mg protein in mice vs. 

176 ± 8 fmol/mg protein in zebrafish) are comparable (Gould et al., 2012 and Gould et 
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al., 2014). CB receptor binding properties appear to have been largely evolutionarily 

conserved across vertebrate species (Meccariello et al., 2007, Rodriguez-Martin et al., 

2007b, Soderstrom, 2009 and Klee et al., 2011). In zebrafish, synthetic and 

endocannabinoid binding properties of CB1 and CB2-like receptors were characterized 

(Rodriguez-Martin et al., 2007a and Rodriguez-Martin et al., 2007b). The density of 

zebrafish [3H] WIN55,212-2 binding tended to be slightly higher (3.6–7.3 pm/mg 

protein) than observed in a prior study in rat brain using the same ligand (Bmax = 1.2–

6.1 pm/mg protein ( Breivogel et al., 1997). [3H] WIN55,212-2 binding sites were 

consistent with prior reports (Rodriguez-Martin et al., 2007a), with high density in the 

dorsal telencephlon ( Table 5.1). 

In light/dark maze tests we saw that only buspirone exposure at a concentration of 

50 mg/L significantly increased zebrafish dwelling times and crosses into white maze 

arms (Fig. 5.3). Light/dark preference was used to characterize anxiolysis by buspirone in 

shoaling groups of zebrafish (Gebauer et al., 2011), and also when this compound was 

injected into fish (Maximino et al., 2011). In Gebauer et al. (2011) zebrafish were 

exposed to 3 mg/L buspirone and shoaling group behaviors were digitally quantified in 

dive tank and light/dark preference tests. Buspirone-exposed zebrafish shoals dwelled 

higher in the water column, and spend more time in white zones (Gebauer et al., 2011). 

Increased zebrafish exploration of higher parts of a dive tank appears to be concentration 

dependent >6 mg/L with buspirone (Bencan et al., 2009, Connors et al., 

2011 and Maximino et al., 2013). Injections of buspirone also increased the time fish 

spent in white compartments in similar tests, while not changing the total number of 

crosses, showing no locomotive impairment (Maximino et al., 2011). Taken together, this 
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suggests that buspirone exhibits anxiolytic properties in zebrafish at a range of 

concentrations ≥3 mg/L. 

Similarly, exposure of zebrafish to 100 mg/L of citalopram (an SSRI) increased 

exploration of higher portions of the dive tank, but did not increase the time or proportion 

of entries into white arms in the light/dark plus maze (Sackerman et al., 2010). What 

remains unclear is if similar alterations in fish behavior will have adverse consequences 

on survival and reproduction in fish and other aquatic organisms inadvertently exposed to 

azapirones or multimodal antidepressants if exposed at lower concentrations for extended 

periods, and what the effects of mixtures will be. Studies in zebrafish embryos 

demonstrate that aqueous fluoxetine exposure changed not only SERT but also 5-

HT1A receptor function with detrimental effects on locomotion and the nervous system 

(Airhart et al., 2007 and Airhart et al., 2012). This area deserves more attention, given the 

advent of multimodal SERT and 5-HT1A targeting drugs. 

Cannabinoids also mediate anxiolytic effects via cannabinoid receptors, with 

more recent evidence that CB2receptors may play a major role in rodent emotionality 

assays such as the elevated plus maze (Akinshola et al., 1999, Onaivi et al., 

2006 and Onaivi et al., 2008). In mice, the cannabinoid agonist WIN55212-2 has 

anxiolytic properties at a dose of 0.25–2 mg/kg in the elevated plus maze (Naderi et al., 

2008). However, in contrast to buspirone, very few behavioral tests investigating the 

actions of cannabinoid compounds have been run in zebrafish. Of those behavioral 

investigations, one study found that salvinorin A acted via cannabinoid receptors to 

produce rewarding effects in a conditioned place preference test at low doses, but 

produced a trance-like effect at higher doses (Braida et al., 2007). 
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It is unlikely that cannabinoids represent aquatic contaminants of grave potential 

concern, since few are water-soluble. However, in this study we used them as reference 

Gαi/o compounds to compare the effects of buspirone. Since they have far greater affinity 

for CB receptors than native compounds WIN55,212-2 and other synthetic CB agonists 

have mixed dose-dependent effects on mammalian anxiety, with anxiolytic actions only 

at lower doses (Ashton, 2008). Bath exposure to WIN55,212-2 at 0.5–50 mg/L reduced 

zebrafish locomotor activity (Fig. 5.4). In a related study, a similar exposure to 

WIN55,212-2 at 1 mg/L increased shoalmate-seeking in a preference test (Barba-

Escobedo and Gould, 2012). However, the increased shoal seeking was modest in 

comparison to that produced by buspirone exposure at 10 mg/L. Also, in the present 

study 1-week dietary exposure to WIN55,212-2 promoted zebrafish exploration, as most 

spent more time in white arms (Fig. 5.5). One limitation to dietary WIN 55,212-2 

exposure is that individual fish in groups may consume different amounts of spiked food, 

resulting from social dominance hierarchies (Dahlbom et al., 2012). Nonetheless, the 

behavior of most fish exposed by diet to WIN55,212-2 was similar to that of fish with 

50 mg/L buspirone exposures. 

In sum, pharmacological approaches including receptor binding assays and basic 

behavior studies can lead to ecologically relevant data and be used as tools to strengthen 

comparative pharmacodynamic predictions between species. This information may 

ultimately be used to develop and strengthen connections within AOPs, which support 

more robust ecological risk assessments. The main findings of our study were similar 

densities and distributions of 5-HT1A-like and CB receptors in zebrafish, and similar 

anxiolotic-to-sedative behavioral effects of acute exposures to buspirone and 1 week 
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exposures to WIN55,212. Hence in read-across-studies these receptors may possibly be 

explored as toxicological targets for SSRI and the next generation of antidepressant 

exposures in fish and other aquatic vertebrates. 

Compounds such as azapirones and the newer multimodal antidepressants could 

readily be screened for in municipal wastewaters using HPLC/MS/MS (Calza et al., 

2004). If they are persistent in aquatic environments, their long term effects on a larger 

set of aquatic organisms could be characterized in future studies. Based on these findings, 

if necessary, cost-effective mechanisms to remove them from affected wastewaters, such 

as advanced oxidative processes could be employed to remedy the situation (Klavarioti et 

al., 2009 and Radjenovic et al., 2009). Alternatively, if the newer multimodal 

antidepressants are not only more effective, but also have reduced tendency to persist or 

biomagnify, they could instead reduce the burden of pharmaceuticals and their 

metabolites in surface waters. 
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Fig. 5.1. Top view of light/dark aquatic plus maze. Protocols for test are provided 
in Gould (2011). 
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Fig. 5.2. Representative autoradiograms from coronal sections of the zebrafish brain. (a) 
Total and (b) nonspecific binding to putative zebrafish 5-HT1A and receptors, and (c) total 
and (d) non-specific binding to CB receptors between Plates 162 and 168 in the zebrafish 
brain atlas (Wullimann et al., 1996). Plate 162 is shown. The optic tectum and 
periventricular hypothalamus are indicated by arrows. 
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Fig. 5.3. Dose-dependent influence of acute agonism of putative 5-HT1A receptors on 
zebrafish light/dark plus maze behavior. (a) Zebrafish administered 50 mg/L serotonin 5-
HT1A agonist buspirone entered white arms more frequently (#p < 0.05) than those 
administered 0.5 mg/L, and (b) also spent significantly more time on white than controls 
(*p < 0.05). (c) Total arm entries did not differ among buspirone doses, and (d) all fish 
had similar latency to leave the middle box of the maze to begin exploring the arms. 
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Fig. 5.4. Concentration dependent influence of acute agonism of cannabinoid binding 
sites on zebrafish light/dark plus maze behavior. Zebrafish administered WIN55,212-2 in 
0.1% DMSO vehicle (a) entered white arms less than controls, but (b) dwelling time in 
white arms was lower, though not significantly different from controls. Treated fish also 
(c) made fewer arm entries overall, irrespective of the dose of WIN55,212-2 (N = 8–
9, p < 0.05), and (d) there was a trend toward WIN55,212-2 fish having reduced latency 
to exit the middle chamber as compared to vehicle-treated controls. 
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Fig. 5.5. Influence of sustained cannabinoid receptor agonism on behavior in light/dark 
plus maze. Zebrafish administered 1 μg/d of WIN55,212-2 in spiked diet for 1 week (a) 
entered a higher percentage of white arms (p < 0.01), (b) more arms (p < 0.01), (c) spent 
more time exploring white arms (p < 0.05), and (d) spent significantly less time frozen in 
the middle, than zebrafish fed control diet (p < 0.001). There were 8 controls and 10 
WIN55,212-2-treated fish. 
 

 

 

Table 5.1. [3H] 8-OH-DPAT specific binding to 5-HT1A and [3H] WIN55,212-2 specific 
binding to CB receptors in zebrafish brain. 

 
Receptor Hypothalamus Optic tectum Ventral thalamus Dorsal telencephlon

5-HT1A 176 ± 8 275 ± 32 112 ± 32 230 ± 36 

CB1 and 2 5207 ± 416 5760 ± 252 3660 ± 412 7265 ± 400 
Data are mean ± S.E.M. in units of fmol/mg protein, N = 4 fish. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Conclusion 

 

The focus of this dissertation was to explore several in silico, in vitro and in vivo 

questions to the begin to answer a question: how can we advance our energies and limited 

resources using read across to support assessment of chemical hazards and risk?   

One way to address chemical safety is to preempt problems by designing more 

sustainable, less toxic industrial chemicals. Herein, my interest was to examine whether 

the principles of chemical and biological read across can be further utilized to advance 

the field of Green Chemistry.  Reducing unintended biological activity of industrial 

chemicals at the design stage presents an opportunity to rationally develop less hazardous 

and thus greener chemicals.  In fact, this approach represents one of the twelve principles 

of Green Chemistry (Principle 4), which specifically states that “chemical products 

should be designed to effect their desired function while minimizing their toxicity” 

(Anastas and Warner 1998).  By developing and following molecular design guidelines 

for reduced unintended biological activity, the production of and subsequent exposure to 

hazardous chemicals can be minimized (Garrett 1996; Voutchkova et al. 2010).  Using 

the principles of chemical read across, design guidelines can be created and evaluated to 

support production of inherently less toxic compounds.   

Two recent publications evaluated the relationships between physicochemical 

properties/molecular descriptors and toxicity and resulted in the derivation of rational 

molecular design guidelines for reduced acute and chronic aquatic toxicity by 
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(Voutchkova et al. 2011; Voutchkova-Kostal et al. 2012).  These guidelines rely on two 

criteria – one related to bioavailability (octanol-water partition coefficient, logP) and one 

to biological reactivity (LUMO-HOMO gap, ∆E). Chemicals that have logP < 2 and ∆E > 

9 eV, now being called the “rule of two”, may be categorized as of no to little concern for 

acute aquatic toxicity (LC50 or EC50 >100 mg/L) (Voutchkova et al. 2011) and chronic 

aquatic toxicity (NOEC >10 mg/L) to common model organisms and endpoints 

(Voutchkova-Kostal et al. 2012).  

Chapter Two evaluated the utility and effectiveness of these design guidelines to 

reduce aquatic toxicity for novel industrial compounds using a Probabilistic Hazard 

Assessment (PHA) modeling approach.  Chemical toxicity distributions (CTDs) were 

used to probabilistically model the likelihood of novel industrial chemical to exceed a 

specific toxicity threshold in the presence (or absence) of chemical design guidelines. 

The sensitivity of these guidelines to test duration, test organism, specific chemical 

classes (e.g., aldehydes), and toxic mode of action (e.g., receptor-mediated, narcosis, etc) 

were also examined. 

Modeling predicted that utilization of “rule of two” would appreciably decrease 

the number of chemicals that would be designated to be of ‘high’ and ‘very high’ concern 

for both acute and chronic toxicity in all examined test species (including fish species, 

daphnia and algae). However, our analysis showed that some modes of action 

(specifically electrophilic/pro-electrophilic) and some chemical classes (e.g. aldehydes) 

may not have a reduced toxicity profile after following the “rule of two”.  

A second way to address chemical safety is to employ read across techniques in 

order to support chemical prioritization or generate testable hypothesis for important 
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regulatory endpoints such as bioaccumulation or toxicity. Read across efforts have 

greater accuracy when they are performed within a narrowly defined, data-rich category.  

Due to these constraints, most read across approaches have been developed and 

performed on industrial compounds. Pharmaceuticals are unusual among environmental 

contaminants in that a wealth of information exists about their physicochemical and 

biological properties. Therapeutic compounds are intentionally designed to elicit specific 

physiological effects at low concentrations.  Thus, exposure at low environmental 

concentrations may still result in significant biological impacts (Kidd et al. 2007).  

If therapeutic targets (e.g., receptors, enzymes) are sufficiently conserved in non-

target species, adverse outcome pathways may be predicted by mammalian 

pharmacodynamic information (Brooks et al. 2003; Huggett et al. 2003; Ankley et al. 

2007; Owen et al. 2007; Berninger and Brooks 2010).  In principal, it may be possible to 

employ existing pharmacological safety data to inform environmental assessments using 

biological “read across” methods to predict both pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic 

effects.  Unfortunately, the comparative pharmacokinetics of pharmaceuticals in aquatic 

life is less well understood than the pharmacodynamic approaches (Brooks et al. 2009a; 

Daughton and Brooks 2011).  In Chapter Three and Chapter Four, a biological read 

across approach was applied to current use pharmaceuticals in an effort to support human 

to fish pharmacokinetic extrapolations. 

Understanding the bioaccumulation of pharmaceuticals in aquatic life has been 

highlighted as a critical research need (Brooks et al. 2009b; Boxall et al. 2012).  Because 

biotransformation generally reduces the extent to which chemicals accumulate in an 
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organism, a question of special concern is whether aquatic biota metabolizes these 

compounds.   

Using substrate depletion methods developed by the pharmaceutical industry, 

environmental toxicologists have begun to characterize biotransformation rates in fish 

using in vitro systems derived from liver tissue (Nichols et al. 2006; Han et al. 2009; 

Mingoia et al. 2010; Baron et al. 2013; Nichols et al. 2013). To date, most of this work 

has been performed with pesticides and organic compounds; however, limited studies 

have been conducted using pharmaceuticals (Gomez et al. 2010; Smith et al. 2010; 

Gomez et al. 2011).  For many pharmaceuticals the primary CYP enzymes responsible 

for their metabolism have been identified in humans (Lee et al. 2006; Lacy et al. 2007).  

Using a comparative metabolism approach, it may be possible to determine whether 

rainbow trout possess similar cytochrome P450 (CYP) isozyme-like activity as humans. 

This information is particularly important for both biomedical and ecological applications 

given the increased use of fish models in biomedical research. 

Chapter Three explored the similarities between human and rainbow trout 

metabolism of model pharmaceuticals using in vitro techniques.  Pharmaceuticals that 

were selected for study include compounds that are primarily metabolized in humans by 

specific CYPs (3A4, 2C9, 2D6) or by a general combination of CYPs.  In vitro substrate 

depletion assay using rainbow trout liver s9 were conducted, and the in vitro intrinsic 

clearance rate was calculated for each pharmaceutical. Rainbow trout intrinsic clearance 

values were then compared with human intrinsic clearance values from literature in an 

effort to draw conclusions about similarities in CYP function. Only two pharmaceuticals, 

(propranolol and diclofenac) displayed significant biotransformation. The observed trout 
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in vitro intrinsic clearance were not comparable to the human in vitro intrinsic clearance 

rates reported in the literature. Interestingly, the ten pharmaceuticals that did not 

demonstrate measurable biotransformation in trout S9 have been quantified in tissues 

from wild caught fish.  

 Many pharmaceuticals are chiral compounds, and as such, require further 

consideration. Chemical enantiomers share common physical and chemical properties but 

may interact differently with chiral biological macromolecules such as transporters, 

receptors and enzymes (Mathison et al. 1989; Kallenborn and Huhnerfuss 2001; Smith 

2009).  Thus, enantiomers can have different toxicodynamic and toxicokinetic profiles 

and behave differently in environmental matrices (Mathison et al. 1989; Kallenborn and 

Huhnerfuss 2001; Smith 2009). Despite this knowledge, however, chiral compounds are 

generally considered a single entity during ecological risk assessments (ERAs); 

individual enantiomers are understudied, if they are examined at all.  Failing to account 

for potential enantiospecific differences in toxicity, degradation and fate of a chemical 

introduces uncertainty in ecological risk and hazard assessments (Wong 2006).  Because 

our understanding of stereospecific pharmacokinetics remains largely informed by 

research on humans and a few well-studied laboratory test animals (e.g., in-bred rodents) 

(Kasprzyk-Hordern 2010), stereospecific metabolism of pharmaceuticals must also be 

considered. 

In Chapter Four, the in vitro intrinsic clearance of several chiral pharmaceuticals, 

including R- and S- enantiomers, as well as racemic mixtures, were examined. Three 

chiral pharmaceuticals, propranolol, fluoxetine, and ibuprofen, were selected for this 

work.  In vitro substrate depletion assay using rainbow trout liver s9 were conducted, and 
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the in vitro intrinsic clearance rate was calculated for each pharmaceutical. Rainbow trout 

intrinsic clearance values were then compared with human intrinsic clearance values 

from literature. This was done in an effort to understand the similarities and differences 

of enantiomer-specific clearance between humans and rainbow trout. Statistically 

significant biotransformation was only observed  in rac-, R- and S-propranolol.  

However, contrary to relative clearance rates in humans, S-propranolol was more rapidly 

cleared than its antipode.  Pharmaceutical bioaccumulation  has been identified as one of 

the top research needs to understand the risks of PPCPs in the environment (Boxall et al. 

2012).  As Chapter Three and Chapter Four highlight, the relative clearance rates of trout 

could not be predicted based on human clearance data. These observations highlight the 

need to better understand metabolism in fish models, and its impact on bioaccumulation 

in fish models. 

 Chemical hazard and risk assessment can be further supported by anticipating the 

adverse effects of novel compounds or compounds working through MOA that are 

currently not assessed using standardized techniques. Current standardized toxicity 

testing approaches that focus on gross endpoints like growth, reproduction, and survival 

may not fully describe the potential effects of pharmaceuticals and personal care products 

(Ankley et al. 2007; Brooks et al. 2009b; Boxall et al. 2012). For antidepressant 

pharmaceuticals, many MOA related behavioral perturbations have been observed 

including predator avoidance and shelter-seeking behavior, changes in feeding, and in 

mating behavior (Painter et al. 2009; Dzieweczynski and Hebert 2012; Valenti et al. 

2012). 
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Though serotonin transporters (SERT) are the primary target of SSRI’s (e.g. 

fluoxetine), they have demonstrated the ability to alter the expression and function of 5-

HT1A receptors both in mammals and in fish (Lesch et al. 1991; Klimek et al. 1994; 

Descarries and Riad 2012). In light of this, multimodal antidepressants targeting 5-HT1A 

and SERT have been developed by the pharmaceutical industry including two 5-HT1A 

agonists, vilazodone and vortioxetine. The environmental effects of compounds targeting 

5-HT1A receptors remain unknown. 

In mammals, both 5-HT1A and CB agonists have been shown to be anxiolytic 

(anxiety reducing), and both have been shown to be coupled to Gαi/o proteins (Prather et 

al. 2000; Papoucheva et al. 2004; Naderi et al. 2008). Given this common mechanism, an 

adverse outcome pathway (AOP) framework can be used to link plausible mechanistic 

effects from molecular interaction to in vivo behavioral effects. 

In Chapter Five, I specifically examined the hypothesis that zebrafish 5-HT1A 

receptors would produce similar MOA-specific effects to the mammalian receptor – and 

that these effects would be similar to the CB1 receptors, given their common G αi/o-

coupling. Buspirone, a 5-HT1A agonist, and the CB1 agonist WIN55,212-2 were selected 

for study. Chemical binding within the hypothalamus, optic tectum, and telencephalon 

regions of the zebrafish brain were observed for both compounds. Anxiolytic behavioral 

effects were observed for buspirone as well as WIN55,212-2 after acute bath exposures. 

These behavioral findings suggest that azipirones, like cannabinoid agonists, have 

anxiolytic and/or sedative properties on fish in novel environments. These observations 

highlight the need to consider potential ecological risks of azapirones and multimodal 

antidepressants as they become more prevalent in commerce in the future. 
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